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A rich content of important news about events,
exhibitions, people and companies from the
whole world of wood and woodworking industry.

on page 3
FOCUS ON U.S.A.
On occasion of Iwf 2018 - International Woodworking Fair, to be held in Atlanta, Georgia (22
to 25 August 2018), a special focus on United
States of America is featured in this issue, with
interviews, market data and companies’ products
sheets.

from page 8
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COMPANY REVIEW
Accenture, Barberàn, Biesse, Essetre, Greda,
Homag, Kabelschlepp, Missler Software,
Siempelkamp, Weinig...are just some of the
companies featured in this issue, with articles or
product sheets specifically devoted to them on
occasion of their participation at Xylexpo 2018
exhibition.

from page 5
FOCUS ON TOOLS
Tool manufacturers are the protagonists of this
special focus, including some interviews and articles to companies involved in this industry.

from page 16

USEFUL ADDRESSES...
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to
find partners...

on page 22

EXHIBITION CALENDAR
Another very popular section of our magazines:
the upcoming industry exhibitions!

on page 23

“Made in Europe”
for the Wood
and Woodworking
machinery Industry
Worldwide
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Let's say it clearly, our country really needs
knowledge, updates, opportunity for reflection: Xylexpo Arena offered an agenda
with valuable events, renowned speakers,
topics and subjects that are almost totally
unknown to most… and instead they
should know much better.
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Let us point out that we also have several
pages dedicated to other contents of the
exhibition: we report about Xia-Xylexpo
Innovation Award, between the lines of
a few articles, and most of all we tell you
about the statements we collected at
some of the most important events and
speeches inside Xylexpo Arena.
This was actually one of our greatest regrets, namely seeing great speakers with
very interesting contents address an audience that, at least in terms of quantity,
was not up to their value.
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Once again, Xylexpo is focusing our attention and filling up the pages of the magazine. As you will see, we talk about the
exhibition, but most of all about the contents
presented by this industry review.
The press releases we have received in
the past few weeks witness to the success
of the five-day exhibition attended by the
leading market actors: virtually all "big
ones" and a few smaller companies declared that Xylexpo was a "source of orders".
Those who hoped to see the big crowd of
past editions in the early 2000's were not
fully satisfied, but the exhibition - as we
said several times - follows the transformation of an industry that is getting more
and more "practical", professional, focused
on high technology. So, Xylexpo is not an
exhibition for everyone, but mostly for
those with clear plans…
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NEWS

CEFLA

FINITURE

EVENTS

A five-year period of growth

Great satisfaction at Xylexpo

Scm North America welcomed Congressman Rob Woodall

Cefla closes 2017 with a plus 20 percent of
the value of production, compared to the
previous year, confirming the growth trend
for the fifth consecutive year. The turnover,
equal to about 528 million euros, consolidates
the contribution of foreign subsidiaries (commercial and manufacturing) positioned in
strategic markets such as the United States,
China and Russia, with an export percentage
of 54 percent. The economic performance of
Cefla, always attentive to cost containment,
is accompanied by a good financial position.
The net financial position remains positive,
net of over 20 million euros of investments.
"Although profitability indicators have increased in absolute terms − explains Chairman Gianmaria Balducci −, the increase
in volumes with a different product/country
mix compared to 2016 led to a drop of
around one percentage point on Ebitda.
However, the double-digit increase in
turnover largely justifies the sacrifice of
margins; the record net result of about 25
million euro supports our choices, gratifying
all the stakeholders: customers, suppliers,
banks and working members".
Cefla employs approximately 2,000 employees
worldwide, of which about 1,400 in Italy; in
particular, in Italy there are more than 1,400
employees, with a growth of 150 jobs compared to 2016. In addition, on 2017 has been
signed the preliminary agreement of the
Patent Box with the Italian Revenue Agency
for a significant part of its portfolio of over
600 intellectual property rights, patents, trademarks and designs. Cefla is part of the
first 20 large companies in Italy to have obtained this recognition from the tax authorities,
confirming a constant commitment to research
and development. Over the next three years,
the management of the Group, which since
January 2018 has taken advantage of the
new general management in the person of
Andrea Formica, will be oriented towards a
further phase of growth for both internal and
external lines. ■

Scm welcomed at its Duluth, GA, branch Congressman Rob Woodall, the U.S. Representative
for Georgia’s seventh congressional district and
one of the Trump legislative top figures. The
Republican congressman participated in Scm
North America‘s “Meet and Greet” event on
June 1st, illustrating to local organizations and
businesses in his district (companies, law firms
and training institutions) the current manufacturing-related priorities on the political agenda.
There to welcome Mr.Woodall were Andrea
Aureli, Scm Group Ceo, and Giuseppe Riva,
Scm North America Country Manager. Among
those present were representatives of the local
administration and the Chamber of Commerce,
as well as Ryan Kurtz, Honorary Consul for Italy
in Atlanta. The U.S. congressman’s visit was an
opportunity to discuss the main concerns of
companies operating in this area of the United
States. In Georgia alone there are over 2,500
companies operating in the Woodworking District,
producing furniture, doors and window frames
and woodworking machinery. Scm, with its
record double-digit growth rate in the U.S.
market, now speaks for the entire industry,
which asks the Trump legislative to offer proper
support again to the manufacturing sector.
“Our U.S. revenues have more than doubled
over the last four years” says Andrea Aureli,
Scm Group Ceo. “Today, the American market
accounts for 20 percent of the Group’s exports,
and the first half of this year shows a doubledigit growth rate, higher than the average in
the Woodworking District. Hirings are also on
the rise. We are opening new offices with

Finiture concluded with great satisfaction the
Milan appointment of Xylexpo 2018, the international
biennial exhibition for woodworking technologies.
Present in Hall 4 with a 140 square meter stand,
the company from Saonara (Padua), exhibited
"Pro Flow Evo 1", the new system for the impregnation “in line” of window and door elements, a
candidate to XIA-Xylexpo Innovation Awards for
the "Surface finishing" category, and the horizontal
and vertical "Ras" automatic spraying robot with
the relative handling systems.
Finiture has a positive balance, which shows a
potential growth market in Asia and South America.
Also significant is the return of customers from
Greece and promising confirmation of requests
from the domestic market, a probable symptom
of recovery. ■

ACIMALL
Presented the new “Annual Report”

During the general assembly meeting of Acimall
(we talk about it on page 4), has been presented
the new edition of the “Annual Report” by
Acimall, the traditional statistical document that
sums up the figures of the previous year.
The report – downloadable free of charge from
http://www.acimall.com/upload/blocchi/X128allegato1-1X_acimall_annual_report_2018.pdf –
offers an in-depth overview of the wood technology
industry: from lobbying actions to the full list of
Acimall member companies, the document provides a rich set of figures and charts about Italian
and global economy, trends in the mechanical
equipment industry, and key indicators of Italian
woodworking technology in 2017 (production,
export, import, apparent consumption etc.).
The final section is very interesting, with a comparison of export figures for the most important
wood and furniture technology producing countries,
namely Italy, Germany, China, Taiwan, Austria
and the United States. ■

commercial personnel and technical assistants and
are looking for enterprising and dynamic young peo- From left, Giuseppe Riva,
ple, because de- Andrea Aureli and Rob Woodall.
spite the numerous
job applications we receive we always need
more. The scarcity of specialized technicians
– to work on the production floor, provide
maintenance service and develop software
applications – who are familiar with the new
Industry 4.0 digital developments, is a very
serious problem, also in the United States,
and especially in the woodworking industry.
An industry which due to its economic and industrial importance, with 2,500 companies operating in Georgia along, should be supported
by the government, just as the automotive
and aerospace industries are for example”
says Giuseppe Riva of Scm North America.
“Woodall pushed for the Carl D.Perkins Vocational and Technical Education Act, which the
United States Congress passed and which
calls for allocating considerable federal funds
for improving technical and professional education meant for the manufacturing sector.
Now, American colleges should offer more
courses focused on woodworking”.
Woodall, as a member of the House Transportation
and Infrastructure Committee, is also among
the promoters of the Trump Administration’s 200
Billion Infrastructure Plan for repairing and improving the aging U.S. infrastructure. ■

WE PAINT THE WORLD!

The Board of Directors. From left to right:
Yuri Della Godenza, Claudio Fedrigo (Vicepresident), Andrea Formica (General Manager), Gianmaria Balducci (President), Cristian Pungetti and Nevio Pelliconi.

EXHIBITIONS
Drema, Furnica and Sofab
From September 11 to 14, 2018, will be held in
Poznan, Poland, the new edition of Drema, the
exhibition dedicated to machinery and equipment
for wood and furniture processing.
Sponsored by the Polish Ministry of Economics
and Development, it is supported by Eumabois,
the European federation of woodworking machinery
manufacturers and the Polish Chamber of Commerce, trade fairs dept.
The 2017 edition welcomed 15,800 visitors from
40 countries on an exhibition area of 23,600
square meters and 385 exhibitors from 25 countries.
At the same time, Drema will also host Furnica,
the International exhibition for furniture components
and Sofab, the fair dedicated to coating materials
and upholstered furniture components. ■

Growing together.
Finishing machines and systems.
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XYLEXPO

ACIMALL

XYLEXPO 2018, INNOVATION ACIMALL, 2017 INDUSTRY REPORT

We have almost already forgotten about the fiftieth
edition of Xylexpo: time flies, but the Milan event
and what it represents are still topics of discussion...
We still haven't had the opportunity to tell you
how things have gone. Well, with social media
and the Internet, you know everything, and each
of you will have an opinion.
So, if you allow, we will just provide the essential
information, figures that must be repeated, and
some remarks. Starting from innovation, from the
contents of new up-to-date technologies that the
Milan trade fair center has hosted. “We have
never seen so much automation and so many
advanced systems in any other exhibition around
the world!”. This was a recurring statement in the
aisles of Xylexpo, the biennial international exhibition
of technology and systems for the wood and furniture industry, held at FieraMilano-Rho last May
8 to 12. In terms of contents, the event has kept
its promise: plenty of technology for secondary
operation industries, from panels to solid wood;
the best offer of furniture manufacturing systems;
and the most advanced "Industry X.0" solutions.
The exhibition has been rewarded by a substantial
flow of industry visitors, with 17,781 operators,
2.1 percent more than the previous edition. Among
them, 5,032 came from abroad, 28.3 percent of
total attendance, basically in line with 2016.
Of course, good results for Italy, with 12,749 industry professionals, up by 3.3 percent from the
previous edition, accounting for 71.7 percent of
total attendance. On the whole, the expo center
recorded 37 thousand accesses.
“With these figures we can say that Xylexpo
has found its place in the more and more crowded and sometimes messy landscape of industry
exhibitions”, commented Dario Corbetta, director
of the exhibition. “We have made a clear choice,
namely to be a stage for "high technology", and
this approach has increased the participation
of an even more selected and qualified audience,
with decision-making power and adequate expertise”.
Such "repositioning" has drawn the attention of
industry operators, who know well what Xylexpo
can offer them in this new season.
A “controversial” decision, this seems to be the
best fitting definition so far, was the addition of
the fourth hall: on one side, it made this edition
much richer, allowing to set up a layout that better
reflected the ambitions of Xylexpo 2018, reaching
34,785 square meters of net exhibition surface
hosting 425 exhibitors (116 of them from 27 countries); on the other, it actually "diluted" the crowd
of visitors over a much wider area, so many had
the impression that "there were few people”. On
the contrary, figures indicate that the event has
basically "held on", and you should also consider
that there were no schools or "tourists" (forgive
this brutal definition), but rather operators with
tangible interest to meet companies; this generated
a climate of widespread optimism, described in
several "post-event" press releases mentioning
"record business" in the Xylexpo aisles. As a
matter of fact, work has already started for the
next Xylexpo, to be held from Monday 25 to
Friday 29, May 2020, changing the traditional

Every year, the Studies office of Acimall, the Confindustria member association that represents
woodworking machinery and tools manufacturers,
issues an industry report, a source of up-todate information about the development of the industry and the association activity accessible to
a large audience. The annual report also includes
a detailed analysis of final industry figures
in 2017. The Italian production of woodworking
machine tools amounted to 2,272 million euro,
with an increase by more than 10 percent compared to the previous year. This is a niche sector
with two unique elements and very high added
value. The first one is the trade balance, positive
by 1,400 million euro, offering a major contribution
to Italy's trade surplus. The second element is
the share on apparent consumption, equal to 70
percent, which is really high: this means that the
Italian woodworking industry, world leader for design and quality, prefers to purchase made-inItaly technology. This is further evidence that
Italian machinery manufacturers can respond effectively to all customers, wherever they are. Also
in 2017, incentives for Industry 4.0 initiatives
drove the expansion of Italian technology orders
in Italy. The turnover of the domestic market was
very close to 700 million euro, up by 21.1 percent
from 2016. Looking at historical trends, in 2008
the Italian production of woodworking machines
and tools amounted to 2,123 million euro, before
economic depression caused a loss by 40 percent
points approximately. It was a real shock that put
Italian companies to a hard test: unfortunately,
the reaction of companies was not fast and business reorganization processes were ineffective.
The rebound was not significant and in 2011 the
levels of Italian production were still 20 percent
below pre-crisis volumes.
The following years, until early 2014, were the
worst of this historical period. Stagnation involved
the domestic market and most foreign markets,
while the industry showed a widening gap between
the positive trend of bigger companies and the
negative trend of low-revenue businesses.
This situation is still visible today, as the internationalization process in most markets is no longer
limited to export alone, but it increasingly involves
processes and operations such as joint ventures,
direct foreign investments or mergers with local
actors, even in remote markets. Obviously, not all
industry companies can adopt such approach
on a global scale. Back to historical trends, there
was a clear turning point in 2014. The US market,
often considered a forerunner of economic trends,
started to grow at double-digit rates, and gradually
also European and Asian markets showed a
similar trend. The years 2016 and 2017 were
characterized by strong expansion on the domestic
market. For two consecutive years, the domestic
demand of Italian technology increased by more
than twenty percent. The report then focuses on
the international trade of the most important woodworking machinery manufacturers.
Germany preserves its historical leadership with
over 2.2 billion euro worth of equipment exported
in 2017, mainly due to the lack of competitors in
specific segments, especially upstream the supply
chain. Italy remains at number two, close to one
and a half billion euro of exported goods, with an
extensive market coverage as a result of globalization policies that range from direct export, to
reseller sales, up to foreign offices and sometimes
even manufacturing sites abroad. According to
tradition, the Italian offer is mostly concentrated
in secondary wood processing, especially panel
processing, although there are leaders also in
other sectors. China has maintained the third
position and has become an established manufacturing actor all over the world. Product prices,
very affordable, have always been the key strength
of Asian industries, but in recent years the technological standards of machinery have improved,
which will inevitably lead to an adjustment of
consumer prices. The most important business is

Tuesday-to-Saturday timeframe. In the minds of
organizers, this will be just the first innovation that
will introduce in two years' time, as they are
strongly determined to transform Xylexpo into an
exhibition that can innovate on a continuous
basis. Looking forward to the results of these new
strategies, let us mention the countless meetings
and event that filled the exhibition agenda: we
will report about some of them in this and the
next issue of our magazine.
We will close our report of the 50th anniversary
edition – don't forget that last May Xylexpo turned
50: happy birthday!!!! – with the results of the
fourth edition of Xia-Xylexpo Innovation Award,
another topic that has quickly hit the headlines.
In the Primary operation and solid wood processing
category, the first prize went to Paolino Bacci
for “Master MAX”, “The machine combines productivity and flexibility for the production of
complex parts, included curved ones, featuring
an original workpiece clamping system”, goes
the jury report. The second place went to the machining center "Logos Life Evo XS 2353 Executive"
by Working Process, followed by "Maestro Smartech" of Scm Group. In the Panel processing category, first prize to Vitap Costruzioni Meccaniche for “K2 2.”, “This ultra-compact machine
can execute operations on six faces of a panel,
including shaped milling thanks to an innovative
floating pressure bar”; at number two Hecht
Electronic AG with “4i Inline Scanner” and at
number three Biesse with the digital platform
“Sophia”.
The Finishing category was dominated by “GhostC” of New Finishing, “High-flexibility system that
can coat frames, doors and windows in continuous
mode through a self-teaching process”, followed
by the innovative coating “X-Matt” dbyi Ica and
the “Gouge aggregate" signed by Scm Group.
Back to finishing, the jury has "appreciated an
interesting finishing and decoration technology
for interior furniture, based on digital printing
systems with 3D effects. However, this technology
was nominated by two different companies,
and the jury, being uncertain about the ownership, reluctantly decided not to consider it for
the award".
The Tools section, included for the first time in the
Xia Awards, was dominated by Scm Group with
their Combined end cutting and rounding unit for
edgebanding machines; at number two Biesse
with the aggregate “RC60B”, and at number three
Oertli with their clamping system “Centrifugal
Applied Technology (Cat)”.
Among the surprises of the fourth Xia edition, the
jury decided to give a special mention to Homag
for the “Autonomous cell (with transbot)” with the
following reason: "The jury has given a special
mention to “Autonomous cell” by Homag, though
not nominated, for its innovative approach to
the unattended management of manufacturing
sites".
There would still be much to say, and you will find
much more in this and the next issue, as we said
before. So, enjoy your reading! (l.r.)
www.xylexpo.com
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still traditional machines. The ranking of the topsix global exporting countries is completed by
Taiwan, Austria and the United States.
The full document is published on the acimall.com
website and is accessible to all users.
So, all in all, 2017 was more than positive. What
can we expect in 2018? Preliminary figures published by Acimall's Studies office suggest that
the end-of-year sign will still be positive, though
less than in recent years. On the export side, recent figures indicate an increase by approximately 3 percent, mainly supported by the consolidation of top destination markets.
On the domestic side, the positive effect of incentives introduced with the Industria 4.0 plan
has faded, although the super-amortization and
the Sabatin bis law, both still active, are an interesting lever for investments in production plants.
Finally, 2018 was the year of Xylexpo, the biennial
exhibition of woodworking technology held in
Milan from 8 to 12 May. The trend of the event reflected the health of the market, as usual. The
gap is widening between structured organizations
that can introduce continuous product innovations
and consequently achieve great results at an
exhibition, and companies that, without any strategic renovation of their products and marketing,
cannot seize all the opportunities available on the
international markets.
by Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

www.acimall.com
BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONFIRMED
During the general assembly held last June
22, the Confindustria member association
representing the Italian manufacturers of
woodworking machinery and tools decided
to extend the term of its management by
one more year. The decision was driven by
the desire to ensure continuity and forwardlooking considerations, namely the intention
to build different relations with the younger
generations of entrepreneurs, encouraging
their active involvement in the promotion of
industry interests. The highlight of the event
was the speech by president Lorenzo Primultini, who listed the proactive collaboration
agreements with Italian and European organizations and institutions, and then illustrated the goals that Acimall has always pursued, first of all global promotion. In this
area, Xylexpo, as world-class event, is an
ace in the hole, as confirmed by the latest
edition hosting 425 exhibitors and 17,781
unique visitors totaling 37 thousand accesses.
“It was a big moment for the Italian industry –
Primultini told the assembly, talking about
projects until 2020 – and we are already working at the next edition, supported by an
industry that is really healthy not only around
the world, but also in Italy, where our industry
reached a production value of 2,272 million
euro in 2017, with 1.4 billion euro export”.
The assembly approved the extension of
term of office for the Board of Directors,
comprised of president Lorenzo Primultini
(Primultini, Marano Vicentino) and vice presidents Luigi de Vito (Scm Group, Rimini)
and Raphael Prati (Biesse Group, Pesaro),
and board members Remo Costa (Costa
Levigatrici, Thiene), Marianna Daschini (Greda, Mariano Comense), Pierluigi Paoletti
(Paoletti, Lentiai), Umberto Pizzi (Pgs, Borgosesia), Giovanni Sedino (Finiture, Saonara)
and Gianluca Storti (Storti, Motta Baluffi).
Then, the association arbitrators were elected
(Consuelo Curtolo of Cursal in San Fior,
Franco Paviotti of Metal World in Pavia di
Udine and Gabriele Laghi of Sistemi in Pesaro) and the financial auditor Pierpaolo
Grisetti of Studio Grisetti, Monti, Spanu in
Milan.
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CONTRACT FURNISHINGS IN EUROPE

ON THE WAY
TO DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Industry 4.0 and everything that goes with it have
an impact not only on the way a company
produces or makes business, but on the entire
"country system", as it changes mechanisms that
had been untouched for many years. This means
that the introduction of the so-called enabling
technologies – i.e. collaborative robotics, mechatronics, “Big data” and “machine learning”,
“cloud computing”, “cybersecurity”, and so on –
has to be combined with a radical change of
pace, a situation that has been involving all the
aspects of economy in the past few years. Having
said that, it is important to remember, on one
side, that 4.0 investments must necessarily be
related to your organization and financial capacity,
and on the other, that once you have implemented
the enabling technologies, it's not enough pressing
a button to start the new factor , launching a
totally new way of producing and making business.
It takes much more.
First and foremost, you need to change attitude,
so that the people in charge will take the right
steps into the right direction, without "overdoing"
and without making wrong investments that would
turn up into a useless waste of money. So, some
companies set out on the way to the future factory
on their own, while other rely on professional consultant, like Accenture, specializing in guiding
businesses through their digital transformation.
Most of you will know what Accenture is and
does. It's a global organization with over 400
thousand employees, including 14 thousand
in Italy, providing services in areas such as “strategy”, “consulting”, “digital”, “technology” and
“operations”, to 75 percent of "Fortune 500” companies, i.e. the top-500 US companies by turnover
according to the ranking published annually by
Fortune magazine. Apart from Fortune 500, Accenture is a reference also in Italy and in our industry. For this and other reasons, it was a great
opportunity to have some Accenture specialists
– including Giancarlo Paccapeli, Giorgio Torresani, Francesco Talarico and Stefania Filippone – speaking at the Xylexpo Arena last May
about “Industria X.0” topics. And it was a great
opportunity also to talk about smart factories and
wood industry with Davide Pugliesi, managing
director of Accenture and woodworking industry
specialist together with Camilla Corfini, offering
support to all the organizations that produce machinery, technology and solutions for woodworking.
According to Accenture experts, providing consulting services to wood industry companies
should not be limited to specific technologies:
they need to be guided to the creation of an ecosystem of solutions and then effectively supported
to make it available to all industry players, from
small cabinet makers to large furniture companies.
Davide
“The common attitude
Puglisi.
I have seen in Italian
companies in the wood
industry (and not only)”,
Pugliesi explained, “is to
approach this new age
of changes with isolated
initiatives involving specific technologies, so with a logic mainly based
on specific contingencies. For instance, they
have got a specific request from a customer or
they have been attracted by an interesting solution they have seen at an exhibition. In our
view, instead, what really makes the difference
is to start off with a real roadmap, an accurate
development plan where you identify a target
in the first place, i.e. the functionality you want
to offer to the end customer, and then – as a
second step – you invest in innovative technologies to achieve the goals you have set. Of
course, you will still start from an investment in
one specific technology, but it is essential to

According to Csil, Centre for industrial studies,
the production of Contract furniture and furnishings in Europe is worth about Eur 10 billion
and it is continuously improving its performance
over the last years. This is a transversal business
because it involves different kind of products
(upholstery, mattresses, bedrooms, seating, tables,
lamps, office, bathroom, kitchen, outdoor furniture)
and different destination segments like hospitality,
retail, restaurants and bars, office, public spaces,
marine, real estate, airports, healthcare and entertainment. Furniture firms involved in the contract
furniture and furnishings market can offer pure
“turn-key” contract (around 70 percent of the
supply, according to Csil) providing totally finished
projects, using predominantly custom production
or including products of other firms, or the so
called “soft contract”, do not managing the
project directly and offering mainly standard product collections. A common key thread emerging
in the very heterogeneous contract industry is
the importance of architects and interior designers in the process of selecting producers.
The final choice of the projects’ suppliers is up to
the clients, but architectural studios can decisively
influence decisions. The overall positive performance of the European furniture industry observed
over the last two years was driven by all the main
segments. Contract furniture was no exception,
with different dynamic across different destination
segments and different countries, the UK and
German markets playing a key role. Main driver
of the growth in the contract furniture business is
the performance of the Retail, the Hospitality and
the Office segments, representing over 60 percent
of contract furniture sales made by the European
companies. Public spending is experiencing some
improvement, however the effects of the austerity

see the full picture very clearly”. “From our
point of view, the companies in this industry
have been impacted to a lesser extent by new
technology trends, and now they are deploying
'pilot projects' to try to develop new types of
products or services to offer to their customers.
However, the virtuous circle should start from
the introduction of an innovative technology to
develop a new product or service, and then reconsider your business model with an evolutionary approach”.
The so-called fourth industrial revolution started
a while ago, and according to Accenture experts,
it's just a matter of time; what many companies in
our industries still consider a natural investment
decision to avoid "being left behind" or to differentiate from your competitors, sooner or later will
become a "sine qua non" condition to survive
in the market. “The sectors where this change
has already happened”, Pugliesi added, “are
mainly in the B2C sphere, while B2B – where
woodworking machinery and technology belong
– still has margins. However, the direction is clear
and woodworking companies have already started
to look for something different from the past. Besides machinery or technology itself, they need
qualified service and consulting within short timeframes. What we offer to our customers is real
sessions of what we call “design thinking” –
namely user-centric processes for product concept
and development – that by their own nature
involve also the customers of our customers, to
identify actual market requirements and create a
structured development plan, to be used as a
guideline to achieve the set goals”.
The Accenture experts also insist on another key
factor. When you talk about Industry 4.0, the common approach is to think first about a change of
technology: you have to implement an IoT platform,
tools for data analytics and so on. But, Puglisi added, "all these elements alone are not enough.
You have to build skills, the necessary competence to invent new solutions to offer to the
market and also to explain them to their future
users, to teach how to use them and to tell
about the possibilities they offer. Otherwise the
risk is that companies are forced into making
investments without knowing the potential of
the solutions they have purchased".
So, how can an organization like Accenture help
companies in the wood industry? “We offer complete consulting across the entire product
range”, Pugliesi replied, “doing our best to
transfer the approach we believe in to the companies that rely on us. Initially, we try to identify
the position of the company in the market and
what they are actually offering to customers in
terms of products.
Then, we try to complement their offer, identifying
possible services to expand it, without compromising on the product excellence that distinguishes Italian companies. Finally, the third step
is to analyze and outline the skills that the company and its staff need to modify the internal
processes and provide customers exactly with
what they need in this historical period. Which
means, as we have seen before, technology
combined with high-quality service".
by Elisa Maranzana

www.accenture.com
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EUROPEAN CONTRACT FURNITURE PRODUCTION:
BREAKDOWN FOR THE MAJOR SEGMENTS, 2017.

Source: Csil.

measures adopted are still evident and weigh on
public facility construction and refurbishments.
On the competitive system side, the market
has become increasingly concentrated over the
last five years and the top 20 firms’ share on the
European production is rising.
One of the main opportunities for the European
companies involved in the contract furniture business are the extra-European projects. Csil estimates that over 20 percent of local production is
destined for projects in the Middle East, Asia,
America, Central-Eastern Europe, Russia and
North Africa. The seventh edition of the Csil report,
“The contract furniture and furnishings market
in Europe”, is an in-depth market analysis with
insights from industry experts. The report provides
a comprehensive picture of the European contract
furniture market with demand determinants and
main projects by destination segment. It covers
17 countries in Western Europe. The report also
includes business performance and market shares
of the key vendors operating in this market. It is
available for online purchase and immediate download at ....
www.worldfurnitureonline.com
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EVENTS

SUSTAINABILITY UNDER THE SPOTLIGHT AT XYLEXPO ARENA
A current and critical topic, sustainability in the wood-furniture industry was the key topic of an interesting series of meetings, organized at the recent edition of Xylexpo by Luca Rossetti –
Acimall and Xylexpo press office manager, as well as “heart and soul” of this magazine – in collaboration with Franco Bulian and Paolo Gronchi, associate professor at the Giulio Natta
material chemistry and chemical engineering department of the Milan Polytechnic. The sessions involved four major topics, so we will publish an equivalent number of articles in this and the
coming Xylon issues, to review the most important factors illustrated by the speakers at the Xylexpo Arena last May. We will start from adhesives, raw materials that can have a strong impact
on performance and visual qualities, a domain characterized by the increasing adoption of natural raw materials. We will then move on to lamination, an area where the use of leading-edge
technology is allowing to achieve unprecedented results. We will also deal with coating and the latest developments in this field, as well as expected future steps resulting from continuous
product and process evolution driven by research. And finally, more in general, we will talk about surfaces and how innovative materials and technology can contribute to create a new
scenario, finding a perfect balance between elegance, regulations and performance.

1-ADHESIVES

2-LAMINATION

ADHESIVES AND SUSTAINABILITY:
NEWS AND TRENDS IN AN EVOLVING MARKET

Adhesive consumption in Europe amounts to 4.5
million tons and a turnover of 14 billion euro. In
Italy, 340 thousand tons are used with a turnover
close to one billion euro; of these, 54 thousand
tons (equivalent to 130 million euro approximately)
are absorbed by the wood-furniture industry.
These figures, proving the relevance of this business segment in Europe and in Italy, are provided
by Franco Bulian, deputy director at Catas,
who – at the meeting “Adhesives and bonding:
raw materials from nature” held last 8 May
during the 26th edition of Xylexpo – underlined
that this sector is characterized by a wide variety
of products. “The most used adhesives are urea,
vinyl and hot-melting glues, plus many more”,
he said. The current trends in this industry, according to Bulian, mainly involve three areas:
sustainability, a major topic that requires great
attention; safety, not only for workers but also for
end users; and standards, i.e. compliance with
regulations (such as En304) and all the technical
specifications applied to guarantee furniture
offering better quality and no defects.“In the past
few years – he continued – something has been
changing for sustainability also in the adhesive
business. Think about raw materials of natural
origin used in this field: adhesives based on
vegetal flours, lignin, citric acid, animal proteins,
natural rubber, casein, vegetal oils and so on.
These products are being reformulated to improve them and make them compatible with
the new requirements of the industrial world".
Talking about safety, Bulian reminded that, in
June 2018, the United States have enacted a
law stating that all panels, as well as finished products containing wood-based panels, must be
provided with Epa TSCA Title VI certification,
which sets specific formaldehyde emission limits
for manufacturers, importers and distributors, namely 0.05 parts per million for plywood; 0.09
ppm for particleboard; 0.11 ppm for Mdf panels
and 0.13 ppm for thin Mdf (up to 8 millimeters).

WHICH BONDING IS SUSTAINABLE?
The question was raised by Paolo Gronchi, associate professor of the ‘Giulio Natta’ material
chemistry and chemical engineering department
at the Milan Polytechnic, who tried to give an
answer to a practical question, explaining that in
recent times the sustainability concept has taken
the lead over other concepts such as "natural"
and “biological”. “It represents a more pragmatic
vision – Gronchi said –, more modern, stating
that, on one side, there is no development
without process and product performance improvements achieved also through the use of
oil-based materials. And, on the other side,
products and processes can still be compatible
and safer for people and the environment, even
if you don't use, either partially or entirely, materials of natural origin".
In his speech, professor Gronchi observed that,
after a few research centers discovered of new
bio-based polymer materials with good bonding
performance, business interest has increased significantly, supporting further application studies
aimed at the discovery of innovative mixed adhesives, i.e. made of biological and synthetic compounds. And also: another driver for research
were the regulations to eliminate potentially hazardous adhesives releasing formaldehyde emissions.
THE VOICE OF COMPANIES
The symposium about wood-furniture industry
adhesives brought three speakers from the industry
on the stage of the Xylexpo Arena. Katia Trovenzi
– R&D manager of the prefab house manufacturer
Marlegno – focused on the new concept of building, namely a construction designed to offer
safety and security, improved living quality, and
environmental friendliness. This new concept, for
those involved in constructions, requires a greater
attention to the use of eco-sustainable construction
systems.
According to Gianluca Brocchieri of the R&D
department at plywood manufacturer Panguaneta,
sustainable bonding is possible. “We consider
this a viable approach”, he said. “It's long way
with a few hills, but we really believe we will
reach the final destination one day. However, it
must be clear that sustainable bonding must
start from strong industrial sustainability, as well
as an environmental-friendly finished product".
Finally, another interesting speech was given by
Andrea Comparini, R&D Analist at Agroils,
which in the past few years has also expanded
into the production of industrial products such as
formaldehyde-free wood adhesives made from
Jatropha. The latter is a non-food plant from
Central America that can produce huge quantities
of seeds with high oil content, an ideal raw
material also for the production of gluing resins
for plywood, particleboard and Mdf. Using resins
from Jatropha, panel manufacturers can switch
to a formaldehyde-free production process without
changing their instrumentation and machinery.
by Elisa Maranzana

THE NEW FRONTIERS
OF LAMINATION
Wood absorbs almost all wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum of sunlight, therefore it is
subject to photocatalytic, photo-oxidizing and
thermal oxidizing reactions, notes Paolo Gronchi,
associate professor at the “Giulio Natta” material
chemistry and chemical engineering department
of the Milan Polytechnic. This means that lamination or veneering is not just related to visual
qualities, but also has a functional role. Lamination
was the topic discussed last May 9 in the Xylexpo
Arena at Fiera Milano Rho, the second stage of a
professional education track about sustainable
development.
The deputy director of Catas, Franco Bulian,
guided us into the topic of the day, starting with
an introduction about two segments that are
strictly related to lamination. “The global furniture
market in 2017, at production prices, amounted
to approximately 400 billion euro, achieving
growth compared to 2016 and offering further
expansion estimates by 3.5 percent in 2018”,
he said. “Another interesting figure comes from
the wood-based panel market, which is the
backbone of the furniture industry. Also the production of these semifinished materials is recording constant growth, and in 2016 it has almost
reached 420 million cubic meters".
Based on Franco Bulian's estimates, it is quite
clear that there are plenty of panels to be laminated,
so the lamination market is experiencing a
very positive trend. However, this is also a
period when topics like sustainability and safety
play a central role, resulting into strict regulations
and standards.
WHICH ARE THE KEY TRENDS ON THE MARKET?

For sure, the need for very fast processing
operations leveraging efficient technology. We
are going towards lean and fast production, featuring very high automation levels. “In Italy there
is a real culture of know-how”, Bulian observed.
“I see strong attention to new technologies, as
well as great flexibility to change. This means
that a machine featuring leading-edge technology
offered to an Italian company results into the
opportunity to make high-end products with
minimum waste". However, it is true that, if technology plays a key role, sustainability is just as
important, as it ensures the elimination of non-sustainable materials, for instance. Just consider
that, in the field of polymer coatings, there are severe limitations for materials like Pvc, which is
neither forbidden by law nor hazardous, but it
presents critical aspects mainly associated to its
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lifecycle. “If polyvinyl chloride is burnt at low
temperature in the final stage of its lifecycle” ,
Bulian added, “it releases dioxins, so many
companies will not use it for this reason”.
So, elimination of non-sustainable materials, and
also – talking about sustainability – limitations
for the content of hazardous substances and
the emission of volatile organic compounds
(such as heavy metals, solvents or plasticizers).
Besides formaldehyde, a topic we have discussed
several times in this magazine, for a few years
now attention has been focused on emissions released from other substances. To help us understand, Franco Bulian mentioned the classical
'new item scent' we all know very well. When you
buy new furniture, its smell is probably not unpleasant, but it is associated to the use of solvents,
plasticizers, monomers and so on.
And finally, market trends are going towards the
search for high performance in terms of resistance
to heat, light, stains and scratches.
THE VOICE OF COMPANIES
Three guests at the meeting “The new routes of
lamination”, presented valuable stories to the audience based on their field experience.
Giorgio Agnoletti, senior product manager at
Alpi, talked about design, innovation and sustainability, explaining that the “Alpilignum” veneer
– obtained with a special production process
where wood is "peeled", tinted by immersion and
"recomposed" by overlapping several tinted sheets
– and the “Alpikord” cut veneer, a high-pressure
multilayer sheet applied on a phenolic substrate
(“Alpilignum Preverniciato”), offer the best combination of quality, design and eco-responsible
origin.
An interesting speech was also given by
Francesca Montefusco, “Fenix” product manager
at Arpa Laminati, presenting a new generation
of innovative and nanotechnological materials
developed for typical vertical and horizontal applications in interior design. Introduced in the
market in 2013 under the name “Fenix Ntm”
(NanoTech Matt material), these materials were
developed by an international multidisciplinary
team of 15 researchers using proprietary technology. The external face of “Fenix” is produced
using nanotechnology and characterized by a
surface treated with next-generation acrylic resins,
hardened and fixed through a process called
“Electron Beam Curing”. With low light reflectivity,
the surface looks very opaque, pleasant to touch
and resistant to fingerprints.
Luca Ballarin, owner of Leansor, finally introduced
“B.stucco”, a line of panels made by Breda Pannelli, featuring microcement finishing and selected
by architects and designers for their high performance. These panels are strong, water-repellent,
hygienic, eco-compatible, resistant to scratching
and staining, and beautiful. They are used for furnishing elements, hotel and store installations,
and all applications where exclusive visual qualities
are required. Microcement plaster is a one-component pre-mixed powder consisting of special
cement, resins, additives and selected quartz
inert materials: just adding water, you get a
creamy paste, easy to spread, offering high bonding power and flexibility. With this material, the
finishing layer grips tightly to the Mdf/Hpl substrate.
by Elisa Maranzana
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EXHIBITIONS

BACK TO KLAGENFURT

practices, to the tools and instruments introduced
by the recent digitalization process...”.

From August 29 to September 1, the capital of
Carinthia will host a new edition of Internationale
Holzmesse, a reference event for the entire world
of primary wood operations. The event boasts record figures: over 500 exhibitors from 22 countries
on a total exhibition area exceeding 30 thousand
square meters. These figures measure the value
of this historical event, a meeting of all the industrial
segments revolving around forest, forestry, sawmill
and primary processing, showcasing all types of
solutions: from forest technology to sawmill equipment, from bioenergy to logistics, from wood constructions to joinery and carpentry equipment.
An exhaustive review including a rich outdoor
area featuring amazing eye-catching machines
for forest operations. The event has a new timeframe, switching from the traditional Thursday-

Several live presentations will show how ancient
woodworking and forestry jobs have changed: a
showcase of the most innovative ideas, a review
of the most creative solutions. The exhibition will
cover several topics, from forestry (which remains
the core of the event) to safety, from effective and
smart means of transportation to movable sawmills,
with a specific focus on bioenergy and environment.
A final mention about the collaboration, started
last year, with the exhibition company Fuji Sankei
for the "Forestrise" exhibition in Nagano: the Japanese will bring to Carinthia a selection of companies and a delegation of industry operators
willing to discover the latest trends in forestry and
sawmills. (l.r.)
www.kaerntnermessen.at

Sunday to a new more business-oriented schedule
from Wednesday to Saturday.
This year there will also be an "exhibition inside
the exhibition" dedicated to wood constructions,
namely the fourth edition of “Holz&Bau"; it will
cover approximately ten thousand meters, bringing
new energy to the event that adds a new and
much requested exhibition topic.
Internationale Holzmesse – this year at the 56th
edition – wants to play its part, attracting some
22 thousand visitors, one third from abroad, 7.5
percent from Italy. Italy is a major partner for the
Austrian wood industry: it is the biggest customer
by volumes of raw material provisioning, a historical
"dependence" – so to say – celebrated in the
past decades with meetings and in-depth discussions that wind up in Klagenfurt, with the

“Wood Day” scheduled on the third day, August
31.
“It's a very important day, as it regulates the relations between the two countries which share
a huge interest for wood resources”, said Bernard
Erler, general manager of the exhibition. “We expect 400 operators who will not only discuss
about market situation, supply and demand,
but also lay the foundations for interaction and
confrontation during the subsequent days”.
“It will be a qualifying event for our reviews – he
added – just like the new “Innovation Area” we
have decided to create in hall 1, a space dedicated to leading-edge technology and best

CIFF SHANGHAI 2018

Work simple Work digital

Ciff Shanghai 2018 will be held on 10-13 September
at the National Exhibition and Convention Center
(Shanghai) in Hongqiao, showcasing leading brands
of home furniture, home decor, home textiles, outdoor
furniture, office furniture, commercial furniture, hotel
furniture and furniture machinery & raw materials. It
will host more than 2,000 brands that are distributed
in the Import & Design Hall, Trendy Furniture, Quality
Furniture, Customized Intelligent Home & Kids Furniture,
Sofa & Ding/Living Room Furniture, Sofa Hall, Sleep
Center, Homedecor & Hometextile & Lifestyle, Outdoor
& Leisure, Office Life Pavilion and China International
Furniture Machinery & Furniture Raw Materials Fair.
The 400,000-square-meter exhibition is jointly hosted
by Cfte and Red Star Macalline. The participation of
Red Star Macalline will provide Ciff Shanghai with the
resources including domestic and overseas highend home furnishing brands, excellent designers
and dealer channels covering 29 provinces and 182
cities across China, infuse more fashion, designs
and crossover elements close to the consumer
demand and market trends. The “Pinnacle Awards
Asia-Pacific” is jointly launched by Ciff, the American
Society of Furniture Designers and High Point Market,
and is a sub-award of the “Pinnacle Awards” created
for the first time in the countries and regions outside
the United States. China Interiors & Decorations
Conference 2018 will explore the starting points for
design under the theme of “Design·Beginning”. It
transmits different life philosophies and attitudes of
designers based on their understanding and feeling
for the established themes through a series of events
such as exhibitions, forums and seminars, tells their
stories and discusses more questions about interior
design.
www.ciff-sh.com

MEDEX IRAN CANCELLED
Medex in Iran will be cancelled this year. The international trade fair for woodworking and wood processing, materials, accessories, furniture and laminate
flooring was scheduled to be held at the Permanent
Fair Ground in Tehran, 10 to 13 July 2018. However,
in the past couple of weeks, unexpected changes resulting from the current political conditions in Iran
have materialized, and the Iran Furniture Manufacturers
& Exporters Association, Deutsche Messe AG and
the exhibitors have jointly decided to cancel the fair
in 2018. Organizers maintain Iran continues to be an
important market. The situation will be monitored and
re-evaluated for 2019.

Maestro smartech | Maestro suite | Maestro connect | Maestro xplore | eye-M
eye-M
Maestro Digital Systems is the result of a steady commitment and big investments in R&D.
A set of digital products and services that further expands SCM’s woodworking
knowledge-rich DNA. A dynamic system in continuous development which
promises a simple and efficient management of the Digital Factory of the future.

August 22-25, 2018
Atlanta, Booth 6753

www
www.scmwood.com
.scmwood.com
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FOCUS

United States of America

IWF 2018, AN EVENT WITH MUCH LIGHT AND SOME SHADOW

At the end of August (22-25), the Iwf exhibition
will come back at the World Congress Center in
Atlanta. The event is dedicated to wood technology
manufacturers and furniture industry supplies. It
comes in a very positive period for macroeconomic conditions, including the wood industry,
however there are some elements that call for attention to near-term developments, such as the
introduction of trade tariffs and international political
tension. The Us are the world's biggest market,
but the balance is always critical. We want to provide our readers with some information about the
trend of key economic indicators, a few industry
figures and some information on the upcoming
event in Georgia.
MACROECONOMIC SCENARIO
As mentioned, the Us are the world's biggest
economy and, for the year 2018, the International
Monetary Fund is estimating 2.9 percent Gdp
growth, quite a high rate for a mature country.
Just think that Germany should reach 2.5 percent,
while Italy will not go beyond one and a half
points. In absolute value, the product generated
by the American giant exceeds 20,000 billion

dollar, which is ten times bigger than Italy. In the
Us, the investment share is 20 percent of Gdp,
while inflation in 2018 amounted to 2.5 percent:
both values indicate that the current growth is
structural.
Unemployment, a more tangible and less statistic
indicator, remains very low at 4 percent, identical
to Germany and, unfortunately, much lower than
Italy, that will close 2018 at 10.9 percent. Among
the peculiarities of Us economy, we cannot forget
the negative result of the trade balance, equal to
615 billion dollar in 2018; so, the Us are a
producing and exporting country, but also a big
importer.
THE WOODWORKING INDUSTRY
Italy exports a lot to the United States; for a few
years now, the Us have been the top destination
for Italian machinery sales, plus local production
that cannot be measured with the sources we
have access to. In 2017, Italian companies shipped
technological products for a total value of 165
million euro.
This is an interesting figure that indicates the
constant expansion of the market, although last
year the rate has slightly decreased. Sure, all that
glitters is not gold, everyone knows how hard it is
for a market newcomer to set up an internationalization process. It's difficult to find resellers, you
have to set up an efficient after-sales service,
and each state of the Union has different tax and
legal systems… these are just a few barriers that
discourage some companies, especially small
ones.
Then you also have to consider another factor:
our key competitors export more, much more, to
the United States. China and Germany take the

top-two positions with 368 and 352 million respectively, while Taiwan gets "satisfied" with 250
million euro export.
IWF
Iwf offers transparent information about its exhibition
figures like few other trade fairs in the world. It is
rare, not to say unique, to find a post-show report
that includes detailed visitor information, including
their origin and business activity. With these documents you can draw a detailed picture of what
Iwf is and what it offers to potential exhibitors.
The latest edition in 2016 hosted 17,125 visitors;
we remind you that this is the actual number of
people who visited the exhibition, and not the
number of accesses. This approach is currently
adopted by very few exhibitions, including Xylexpo
in Milan. Looking at visitor profiles, the biggest
category is kitchen and bathroom furniture
manufacturers, with a 24 percent share on total
attendance. The second largest category is distributors, with almost 1,500 visitors, just ahead
of companies that make custom operations for
the residential market. Significant figures were
also achieved by architects and home furniture
manufacturers in general. Summing up, we can
say that the exhibition is strongly focused on secondary processing. Moving on, buyers were
analyzed by company size according to two
criteria: number of employees and annual turnover.
As to the first parameter, it is worth noticing that
the most represented category is micro companies
from 1 to 9 employees, with 5,361 buyers and
31.3 percent share on total attendance at Iwf
2016. The second biggest category is large companies above 250 employees, with close to 2,300
buyers. This unusual distribution with two opposite
types of organizations representing most attendance, is also reflected to a lower extent in
turnover: 14.7 percent of buyers generate less
than 250,000 dollar revenues annually, while 16
percent lie between 10 and 50 million dollar. In
this case, an intermediate subcategory (1-5 million)
holds a significant 19 percent share. These figures
indicate that the exhibition has a mixed audience:
the solutions displayed at Iwf attract everyone
from small craftsmen to large furniture factories.
The core of the analysis and probably the most
interesting information for industry operators is
visitor origin. In a landscape where the proliferation

of local events offers plenty of opportunities, it is
difficult to organize an exhibition that is really international. Finding the right tools to make operators
travel to visit a remote location is not easy.
Iwf data confirm a feeling that is shared by virtually
all global events: in 2016, 89.3 percent of visitors
were from the US, and most of them came from
Georgia, Florida and North Carolina.
As to international visitors, almost 40 percent
came from nearby Canada, while South America
accounted for only 20 percent of visitors.
Among European countries, the top country of
origin was Germany with 61 buyers, while in
Asia the top country was China with 69 visitors.
The analysis of these data reveals the peculiarity
of this exhibition: mature international shows look
for high-quality visitors. An operator visits the
halls to see the latest trends, update his knowledge,
and you cannot expect a crowd of curious people.
Exhibitors are starting to appreciate this approach
that will increasingly characterize future exhibitions.
So, these figures are food for thought, and specifically, they urge us to think about the way visitor
information is communicated by international exhibitions. More transparency and accuracy might
be useful for all industry operators and they might
offer valuable information to exhibitors who have
to choose where to invest.
Unfortunately, that's not always true, some information we get from official trade fair channels
seem really far from reality, so congratulations to
Iwf for giving an accurate picture of what we are
going to see in few weeks in the Georgia World
Congress Center halls.
CONCLUSION
We have given an overview of many concepts
that cannot describe the Us market exhaustively;
for each member State, it would be worth presenting a specific economic, fiscal and legal analysis, but this is clearly not the right place. Our
purpose was to show you the huge potential of
this region, which cannot be approach as one
nation, as it is more similar to a real continent.
A company approaching the Us should remember
that they are approaching a region as big as Europe, requiring equivalent investment and planning
efforts.
by Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

HISTORICAL TREND OF ITALIAN WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT TO USA

(Million Euro)

Source: intracen.org
WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT TO USA IN 2017 - (Million Euro)

Source: intracen.org
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interviews
AN UPDATE ON THE AMERICAN MARKET
Between sharp increases and abrupt slowdowns, the Us economy is still the world's
biggest. Its companies are highly competitive
and ready to pay the right price for a quality
product. That's why the players with Us operations we have interviewed agree that expertise pays. However, it is essential to guarantee excellent after-sales service in terms
of speed and reliability.
Alberto Sala, Italpresse: “Expanding sales in
the recent period are also a consequence of
tariffs, real or threatened by Donald Trump,
on import from China”.
Italpresse has been operating
in the US market since the Seventies, initially through resellers,
and since 2001 with subsidiary
in Florida. “The US market
has always been characterized
Alberto Sala.
by sharp increases and abrupt
slowdowns. However, in the
past four to five years, it has been experiencing
strong growth in terms of absolute value and
share on our sales", says Alberto Sala, export
manager of the company.
“The key factor is the trend of Us economy,
whose companies have overcome the 2009
crisis faster than their Italian counterparts,
achieving significant growth rates. Sales increase
in the latest period has been driven by sanctions,
real or threatened by Donald Trump, on import
from the People's Republic of China. The
type of technology we sell, namely solutions for
panel lamination, has been growing so fast because several furniture manufacturers in the Us
purchased materials from China (including plywood, particleboard and veneered panels) and
they were forced to review their cost structures,
ultimately deciding to bring back in house the
production of semifinished materials to avoid
extra taxes due to import from China”.
As known, competition is an issue that characterizes
virtually all markets, but Italpresse has always
had and still has the benefit of operating in a
niche market. “Not all companies in the wood
business need pressing plants, so we can keep
high specialization standards, and consequently
technical expertise pays. On the contrary, it is
often more difficult for us to get in touch with Us
customers, especially with big companies. However, once you have opened the door and
started a partnership, these organization become
loyal. We have several customers with tens of
our plants installed in their factories".
Why is the Us market searching for Italian technology? “Unlike many European countries or
former Soviet Union nations, American companies have no preconceived preference for German technology rather than Italian. This has
enabled us over the years to prove that we can
deliver a product that meets their expectations".
www.italpresse.com

Gianni Mussio, Metal World: “Us companies
adopt Italian technology for the solid knowhow and added value we can deliver”.

Marco Vucetich, Pade: “Us companies are
ready to pay a full price for high-quality technology and reliable after-sales service”.
“Four years ago we opened a subsidiary in
North Carolina, Pade Usa, including a sales
and a service department”. So said Marco
Vucetich who is in charge for the Us market at
Pade, a manufacturer of machining centers.
“If you want to sell on the Us market, it is
essential to offer highly qualified after-sales
service and respond to customers in real time.
Our decision was to employ Us staff exclusively.
We believe you cannot underestimate the importance of customer approach: what is acceptable for European might be unacceptable
across the Ocean.
So we have made a massive investment to develop local resources and skills, and this is a
continuous process.
Pade Usa now has excellent technical staff for
mechanical, electrical/electronic engineering
and programming”.

For Metal World, the
drive to expand into
overseas markets
such as the United
States has been
combined with an
overall business
growth that in the
past four years has brought very interesting results.
“Metal World has launched a three-year plan to
achieve an estimated 8 percent turnover increase. We believe the potential of this market
is even more interesting”, said Gianni Mussio,
sales manager of the woodworking tool manufacturer Metal World.
“The expansion into extra-European markets
like North America, promoted by our president
Franco Paviotti, is characterized by strong
propensity to competitive products. At the same
time, working with Us organizations has helped
us understand that product performance plays
a key role, more than the cost of each item".
This is definitely an interesting factor, which has
allowed Metal World to beat most competitors
from the Far East, thanks to the quality of its
portfolio.
Nevertheless, Gianni Mussio points out that expansion into the Us market is an intercontinental
challenge. “Besides investing in new technology, this has also led us to review part of our
internal production processes, increasing the
number of working shifts and improving the automation of our workshop, in order to expand
the production of our technological solutions".
According to Gianni Mussio of Metal World, Us
companies adopt Italian technology for the
solid know-how and added value it can deliver.
“The R&D department at Metal World closely
collaborates with several European universities
to study and manufacture tools that meet the
requirements of Industry 4.0. Furthermore, the
passion and dedication you can see in all departments support a smooth and dynamic circulation of information. What Metal World has
achieved in its story is the result of strong passion for this job shared by all the people who
work in our company”.
What about the products you export to this market?
“Besides a wide range of standard nesting
tools, we are promoting a finishing milling cutter
with interchangeable inserts, that will compensate
the lack of local after-sales service with a
product made of replaceable components".

To guarantee quick and effective customer service,
over the years Pade has created a big spare
parts warehouse in its North Carolina site.

www.metalworld.it
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“Us companies prefer Italian technology because, in our market segment, Us-made equipment still cannot compare with our technological
standards. I am not saying that there are no excellent machine tools manufacturers in America,
but so far they cannot offer a real 'solution',
which is what we do".
Do you have expansion plans on this market?
“Sure”, Marco Vucetich replies.
“We are working to cover the entire territory, so
we are mainly committed to expanding our
sales network in every State. We are pursuing
this expansion with a clear method, selecting
dealers with significant technical skills as we
operate in a business where product customization is often essential”.
www.pade.it
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Alessandra Faverio, Top: “An American company will not buy Italian equipment unless
they are confident about the accountability
of the manufacturer”.
With 50 staff, Top is a young enterprise founded
in 2006 and specializing in the design and construction of numerical control machinery for drilling,
milling and dowel inserting operations on panels
in furniture production. Through the creation or
acquisition of subsidiaries, in recent years they
have expanded their business into the market
segments of handling and furniture clamps.
“Our business development has always been
driven by a vocation for foreign markets in general”, says Alessandra Faverio, marketing manager at Top. “For a few years, we have been
running a branch office in Spain, and another
one will be opened in France”.
To support expansion into global markets, in the
past couple of years Top have decided to expand
their horizons, also focusing on the Us and
Canada. “We have been exhibiting at major
trade fairs in the past two years, such as Iwf in
Atlanta next August, with a booth (building B booth 4156) where we are presenting two machines: “Lite” and “Flexa”.
What's the distinctive feature of Us companies?
“They are very demanding in the selection of
suppliers”, Alessandra Faverio replies. "It's a

BIESSE
“AUTOMACTION” AT IWF

“Automaction”, Biesse’s theme for IWF, represents
technological innovations developed by Biesse
to create new business models based on automated and interconnected production.
Delivering actual products and not simply prototypes, actions and not only words with real
numbers to confirm the results.

very attractive market for European companies,
so American buyers obviously can choose from
a wide range of suppliers. We have also seen
that each decision is taken very accurately; an
American company will not buy Italian equipment
unless they are confident about the accountability
of the manufacturer, especially its capacity to
guarantee adequate after-sales service in
terms of speed and reliability".
They are not willing to cooperate with a supplier
who does not believe and their market, and consequently will not support products.
“You have to communicate that you want to be
there and to stay for a long time. For this reason,
when you approach the United States, you have
to find efficient partners to establish lasting collaboration agreements that can support your
business expansion in North America".
Alessandra Faverio concludes: “For a young
Italian company like we are, the American
market is a big challenge that will require strong
commitment in terms of financial and human
resources".

With over 27,000 sqft, the largest booth at IWF,
Biesse will demonstrate cutting edge technology
for manufacturing panels, solid wood, plastics,
composites and advanced materials, along with
new software modules. Some highlights we will
showcase include three integrated lines with six
Robots, Automation Systems, Viet Wide Belt Sanders and automated sanding solutions where we
will introduce the new Sculpture Pad, Cnc Routers,
five Axis machines, edgebanders with the award
winning AirForce Hot Air System and Biesse's
new groundbreaking Pur application system, the
TM10 Pre-Melting unit, Drilling Machines, Panel
Saws, Wide Belt Sanders, plus much more.
From preventative maintenance to predictive maintenance, Biesse’s goal is to not only be a techno-

logical leader in machine technology but also in
services.
With “Sophia”, Biesse’s new IoT and “Parts” platform, we have brought our machines to an elevated
level.
Biesse also invite you to visit their dedicated “Sophia” demonstration area to witness this groundbreaking innovation and see how it is able to
deliver greater value from your machines by providing a comprehensive overview of specific machine performance features with remote diagnostics, continuously updated statistics and full integration with the new “Parts” portal where customers have the ability to purchase parts, check
availability and track purchases online 24 hours
on 7 days.
You can find Biesse’s technology and innovation
designed to help you propel your company into
the fourth industrial revolution at Iwf in booth
#7553.

www.biesse.com

www.t-o-p.it

CMA ROBOTICS

NEWS

WINTERSTEIGER

ANTHROPOMORPHIS ROBOTS FOR PAINTING APPLICATIONS

gramming to elaborate new global solutions that
allow our customer to gain a competitive edge in
their specific market.

Photo credit: © Wintersteiger.

Arnstadt saw factory expanded
Wintersteiger Sägen GmbH, a subsidiary of
the Wintersteiger group, is growing: Three million
euros have been invested in buildings and
equipment to enlarge the production plant in
Arnstadt, Thüringen by 2,000 m2. The new facilities were formally opened on June 15.
The increased capacity that has become possible
as a result of the construction work will pave the
way for growth at the saw factory. Along with
expanding the machine park, processes in both
saw production and support services are being
optimized. The result for customers is that lead
times are being reduced. Covering a total area
of 6,800 m², the newly enlarged production
facility can now produce more than 20,000
meters of saw blades per day.
With its 60 employees, the Arnstadt site manufactures blades for Wintersteiger thin-cutting
sawing machines, for joineries and mobile saw
mills, resawing band and log band saws, as
well as for the food industry. 85 percent of the
factory’s blades are exported to over 50 countries
– from Europe and the Middle East to Russia,
Asia, and the Usa.
Matthias Hengelhaupt, Ceo of Wintersteiger
Sägen GmbH, emphasizes the need for the highest level of quality: “Our focus is on producing
premium-quality saws and we want to add
more value to our products” Turning to the expansion of the site, he continued:

The opening ceremony was a great opportunity
for guests to take a tour of the company
with Ceo Matthias Hengelhaupt (on the right).

“Our goal is to be the market leader in many
of our various product groups.

There is still 4,000 square meters of land
that could also be developed on our premises, so there’s nothing holding us back on
that front“.

Cma Robotics was founded in 1994 and since
then it has grown to be one of the most important
European companies in the production of anthropomorphic robots for painting application, with
specific application for different materials like
wood, plastic, metal, ceramic and glass.
Over the years, beside of their simple and highly
efficient and user-friendly Selfteached Spraying
robots, they have developed some specific automatic system solutions for windows and
doors, for furniture parts, etc. By using our experience and the expertise of our technical department in the field of optical recognition and pro-

Saw manufacturing has been part of the Wintersteiger group since 2004.
The relationship began in the eighties under
the company’s earlier guise of Banholzer
GmbH, who produced saw blades for Wintersteiger frame saw machines.
The ability to offer both machine and sawing
tool from a single source is still a unique
selling point and has enormous quality benefits
for the customers. ■
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Finally, the companu can offer in this moment
“State of the Art” Scanning and Spraying lines
with included shifting automation to allow a best
possible scanning, auto generation and related
optimized Spraying of any medium (varnish, glue,
oil…).
They have called these systems “Adps Systems”,
declined in lines with dedicated transport system
to ensure the correct productivity and output.
Every solution is based on state of the art technology, completely developed and made in Cma,
composed by a perfect integration of Robot,
Scanner system, Software and Automation.
Cma robots can use different kinds of paints like
solvent, water based, liquid varnish, powder coating, enamels, nonstick, glue, etc.

.
www.cmarobotics.it
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United States of America
GIARDINA

SCM

GIARDINAGROUP IN THE US

BIG PLAYERS AT IWF 2018

"The North American market, and the US in
particular, have always appreciated the finishing
solutions by the companies that are nowadays
united in Giardina Group: we can say that there
is no" big name" among the furniture or semifinished product manufacturers that have not
chosen or will not choose our technologies”.
Stefano Tibé, sales director of the group, is confident when he tells about the relationship between
the Italian group and the investors of this part of
the world. "We have always worked very well
with high-level customers, our target for excellence. I could mention what I believe is the
largest and most important manufacturer of
office furniture in the United States - a production
in which the quality and performance of the
finish is essential – and they chose us over
twenty years ago. Their installation is still fully
operational, and in recent times they have decided to install another finishing line by Giardina
Group".
The Italian group has sixty employees, a turnover
of around 20 million euros and a very high inclination to export - close to 95 percent of production
- and a large manufacturing facility in Figino Serenza, in the Como area. Giardinagroup will be at
the next IWF show in Atlanta, with a story of development and continuity. A story made of great
quality, attention to customer needs and under-

With a double-digit growth rate in the North American market, the leader for secondary woodworking
technologies Scm plays a key role at the International Woodworking Fair (Iwf) from 22 to 25
August, with the largest international collection of
hi-tech applications and services and its "Industry
4.0" applicable solutions.
“Maestro connect” is the innovative "IoT" platform:
a system that monitors and optimizes production
processes to achieve any predictive maintenance,
avoiding potential downtimes.
Scm customers can visit the Digital Hub with its
digital solutions that improve human-machine interaction by simplifying and speeding up production processes: the multi-function, wide-screen
and multi-touch operator control panel (“eye-M”);
the innovative remote assistance and maintenance
system with augmented reality glasses (“Maestro
smartech”); “Maestro suite”, a comprehensive
software suite for all processing types and methods;
the Virtual Reality 3D Integrated Cells simulation
system (“Maestro xplore”).
The focus is also on the robotic integration for
woodworking technologies where Scm North
America is the most advanced: machining and
assembly is now a possibility both for the design

standing of the most complex technical issues.
Solutions supported by a sort of "branch" based
in Louisville. In fact Giardina Finishing could count
since the mid-Nineties on a direct presence in
North America, branch that in the following
decades was then acquired by its employees
and today - without any disruption of continuity is in fact still the " heart "of the deep relationship
with the United States. "The fact of having always
guaranteed, for more than twenty years, a direct
presence, a capable and fast technical assistance has allowed us to bring the relationship
with our customers on another level, guaranteeing
us the role of leader in the large systems for the
most important customers, as I have already
mentioned", adds Mr. Tibè.
The Giardina Group team (building B, Booth
4867) will present the "Dualtech 501" spray machine, the "Gp-Jet-6" hot air oven and the "Gst
1501-2-3D-R" Uv oven. During the show, demonstrative tests of the various processes will be
carried out, in cooperation with some of the most
important paint manufacturers on the American
market. "We will have the opportunity to confirm
our role in a market where spray finishing and
roller coating systems have always been preferred, in addition to the vacuum or spray solutions for moldings,, a demand which our group
can meet with its large experience", concludes
Stefano Tibé.

FOCUS

and Cad software and for manufacturing through
robotic automation coupled with vision software
and labelling for part identification and handling.
Scm technological innovations embrace the entire
range of solutions: the machining centers for
panel drilling, starring “morbidelli p200” and its
“HE-E-Pod” suction cups (Challengers Award
2018 finalist); the best international solid wood
machining centers; the most complete range of
edge banders with the innovative “Spg” smart
glue pot; the panel saws with the latest software
and potentialities; the smart surfaces solutions
with six sanders for different applications, materials
and budgets and the finishing technologies with
Superfici.
Last but not least, Scm shows its evergreen joinery machines combining unique
performance and continuous innovation.
Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta,
booths 6753, 6953, 7153, 7121.

www.scmwood.com
www.scmgroup.com

www.giardinagroup.com

CASADEI BUSELLATO
IMPORTANT INNOVATIONS AT IWF 2018

Casadei Busellato – created on 2008 from the
merger of two historical companies in the field of
wood working production machines leader in the
production of wood working machines – will be
present at the Iwf Fair 2018 with an even wider
range of technology able to satisfy any type of
production requirements, from the craftsman to
the big industry, from small carpentry shops to
large industrial furniture makers. At the Atlanta
exhibition, the Italian company will present high
level solutions that include classic and special
machines and Cnc working centers. A complete
offer for a global market with in constant evolution
and growing demanding. Casadei Busellato has
enriched and increased its range of edge banding
machines with the new automatic machines “Flexa
507” and “Flexa 607”, top of the range for this technology with a lot of options available for any
edging requirements. “Flexa 507” is the automatic
edge banding machine with touch screen control
unit, which is characterized by extreme versatility
of composition, possibility to be equipped with
controlled axis on the “Xe” version and the high
feed speed, variable according to the different
edging requirements, up to 18 m/min with panel
thickness of 60 millimetres. The “Flexa 507” can
also work with solid wood edges with thickness
up to 12 millimetres. “Flexa 607” is the top level
machine for the big industry thanks to its various
highly competitive features. Equipped with touch
screen control unit, this machine is able to work
even delicate panels with excellent results thanks
to the belt pressure unit. An extremely precise

“Flexa 607”.
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“Flexa 507”.

machine with a speed up to 22 meters/minute for
panels thickness of 60 millimetres, “Flexa 607”
allows optimal processing with the innovative and
the reverse rotation of the glue spreading roller
from the control panel. The automatic edge
banding machines “Flexa” can reach high production levels, like “just in time” productions,
thanks to the possibility to interconnect an edge
banding machine “Flexa”, an automatic Casadei
panel sizing saw and a Busellato working center.
Fully automated, with one of the highest productivity
on the market and with a perfect tone-on-tone finishing capacity. These are the main advantages
of the edge banding machine “Flexa 47Xe”, the
machine with controlled axis that allows to completely automate the set-up process and increase
the productivity by cutting down the setting times
of the units according to the required processing.
One of the main “advantage” is the processing
system with hot air “Air Jet Package” that assures
a high level finishing, especially on edges with
the same color of the panel. “Flexa 27” is the automatic edge banding machine that can be equipped with touch screen control unit. This machine
allows a perfect gluing thanks to the unit "Gp
200" and the anti adhesive unit "Ra" that, placed
before the pre-milling unit, avoids deposit of glue
on upper and lower panel surface and assures a
perfect cleaning. Another “advantage” is the premilling unit "Tr/K1" equipped with two cutters with
automatic timed intervention to avoid damaging
of the panel. The finishing action can be further
optimized by the addition of the brushing unit
"Bfk" with two independent tilting motors to facilitate
edge cleaning.
www.casadeibusellato.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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3INGLE SIDED EDGE AND PROlLE SANDING MACHINE

,OADER n 5NLOADERS FOR PROlLE

$OUBLE SIDED EDGE SANDING MACHINE

4OP AND BOTTOM CALIBRATING MACHINES WITH

!UTOMATIC PROlLE SANDING POLISHING MACHINE

PLANERHEADS AND WIDE BELTS  MM

%DGE BUFlNG MACHINE

$OOR AND ANGLE PROlLE GLUING MACHINE

-ACHINES FOR PANEL EDGES FOILING

$OUBLE END PROlLE CUTTING MACHINE
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RECORD ORDERS FOR BIESSE. AND “SOPHIA” FINDS NEW SUPPORTERS

Xylexpo went well, very well. “Sophia”, the new
service platform of Biesse Group, attracted many
operators also at this event. So we decided to go
and see how it works in the real world, at Rigoni
Arredamenti in Dimaro Folgarida. All around,
an enchanted landscape: Madonna di Campiglio,
the Tonale pass and many more wonderful location
of the Italian Alps. Here, wood is at home, and
Falegnameria Arredamenti Bigoni, near Trento,

has been in business for fifty years. Handicraft
furniture, great care for details, increasing attention
to design and the "type" of furniture requested by
high-end buyers: these are the factors that have
led the founder, Natale Bigoni, and then his son
Nicola to move from traditional mountain-style
furniture to creations published in glossy magazines. “Fifty years in the furniture business, since
my father, a capable cabinet make, produced
great furniture. He came here from his native
town Treviglio, near Bergamo, to run a factory
of a renowned brand of high-end style furniture.
He has been here ever since, starting his own
business to exploit the massive development
of tourism in these valleys, with many people
attracted by the great beauty who decided to
buy a house and furnish it with a wood flavor.
That was the origin of our business – Nicola
Bigoni adds – and it's still going on today”.
Bigoni makes everything: in a 2,500-square-meter
laboratory, approximately 15 people create furniture,
as well as full sets with all you need, "turnkey"
apartments with walls, flooring, doors and windows.
“We have adopted a “modern mountain style”,
that's how we call it: linear furniture, comfortable
and charming, letting you breathe the atmosphere of our mountains inside your home. Architects, representing a significant portion of
our orders, come to us, show their concepts
and we do everything, if they want, coordinating
all operations to realize their project, including
bricklayers and electricians. We also work for
the hotel business, where we only make suite
rooms or common areas, and we are real specialists in full-featured renovation projects”.
Approximately a dozen "turnkey" projects annually,

plus other orders. The reference market encompasses the valleys around Dimaro Folgarida, although often a customer happy with his mountain
house relies on the Bigoni's also for their city flat,
and solid wood is king: “We use 99 percent wood,
also for veneered panels we choose blockboard,
not particleboard or Mdf. We made this choice
in 2000, because some materials do not belong
to our tradition, and we want to distinguish ourselves from competitors we do not want to fight
with. We offer quality products for customers
who know well what they want at home: it's a
radical choice, resulting into a different organization of production. Back in those years, we realized we needed to have a more modern approach, developing our projects with Cad software,
storing them in servers, manufacturing furniture
with more advanced technology than conventional
machines. This approach has supported our
growth: today our revenues are close to one
million euro, and all jobs go through the "Rover",
Bigoni says, indicating the Biesse machining
center they have invested in.
“We purchased the first cnc machine in 2002.
Six months ago we decided to replace it with a
solution that would allow us to use our design
software, while integrating it with more effective
machine control systems. In the end we chose
the “Rover A Smart 1632” center by Biesse:
we design in the office and the machine receives
working instructions with no intermediate step.
Of course, we have some accessory equipment,
but the core of our system is the machining
center, handling all our furniture production".
Mr Bigoni, isn't it strange for a small joiner, in a
peculiar territory with longstanding woodworking
traditions, to make such a radical choice?
“No, there is no other chance today: if you want
to be competitive in price and able to make
even the most "peculiar" projects, advanced
technology is essential! We have spent thirty
years drawing shapes on plywood boards,
knees on the floor: you don't work like that any
longer! We are still craftsmen, but we have
changed attitude, we use more advanced tools
to make more and better than before. And let
me say that with “Sophia” we have made
another step forward: I admit that, when Biesse
suggested to adopt this system, I was doubtful,
because I could not really grasp its scope. Instead, the experience was very positive, as we
can focus on our work, the things we have to
make on our "Rover", knowing that in case of
problems or situations that need checking, we
will get a notification directly from Pesaro, via a
satellite link between them and our machine.
We do not even notice when our center is receiving signals or application patches to operate
better and better: we have exchanged a few
less than 600 of such signals and instructions
in few weeks, without even knowing! I'll make
another example: a few days ago, power supply
went off and the machine stopped in the middle
of a job. When power was restored, we tried to
restart, but we did not manage. So, through
"Sophia", we asked the engineers in Pesaro to
take action and we went out for lunch. When
we came back, the machine had almost finished
its job! This means you can work with full confidence: we often load into the machining center
huge wood parts that will be processed for ten
hours straight…".
Well, from the inlaid furniture of your father, that's
light years away…
“Those who did not realize that that world had
changed were left behind…These systems are
essential for modern working operations: the
doog old workshop no longer exists and with
“Sophia” it's like having a worker with incredible
skills. It's very reliable, I repeat, because we
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know that someone is monitoring even the tiniest
part of our investment, and it's virtually impossible
to find yourself with two burnt power spindles
like it happened in the past! This means minimizing downtime, which is the real cost of technical failure…Nothing we make is standard,
each piece is made to measure. If a customer
asks for something we cannot make, he will
never come back to us and we lose an opportunity; on the contrary, I can tell you about a
customer who visited us, saw how we work and
accepted our offer although it was much more
expensive than others. We want to transfer
emotions to our customers, involve them in our
work, in the beauty of the material we process.
And we have to look ahead, because the future
lies in these technologies, as I always say to
my son David, who is now eighteen and will
guide Falegnameria Arredamenti Bigoni tomorrow…".
by Luca Rossetti

www.falegnameriabigoni.it
www.biesse.com
BIESSE AT XYLEXPO

Biesse confirms its leadership position on
the international market at Xylexpo 2018. A
record 21.6 million euro in orders is evidence
of the constant growth already anticipated
by the results of the 2018 quarterly, which
showed a +18.2 percent increase in incoming
orders for the wood division compared to
the previous year. The orders portfolio of the
Group has also increased by 24 percent,
reaching a value of 234 million euro, the
highest in the history of the group. The 3,000
square meter Biesse stand at Xylexpo 2018
received visitors from all over the world,
which underscores the event's international
nature, European countries prevailed with
some people from across the ocean being
drawn by the great innovation that characterizes the company. Meanwhile, Italy continues to see the fair as a key reference point
for discovering what the market has to offer.
Biesse noted a significant Italian presence
at the stand, more than in the past, accounting
for 38 percent of the total for incoming orders,
evidence of the intense responsiveness of
the Italian market. “We are very proud of these
results, which confirm Biesse's leadership in
innovation and technology and are a testament
to the fact that our customers, regardless of
their size, want to move toward a more evolved
and efficient approach to work and productivity
with support from Biesse”, stated Federico
Broccoli, Director of the Wood/Sales Division
& Director of the Branches Division. Biesse's
investment in Xylexpo with a stand that
focuses on automation and on the digitalisation
of the factory has proven to be the right
strategic decision. Companies of every sort
showed great interest in the four automated
solutions present on the stand, solutions capable of increasing efficiency and continuity
in production, simplifying daily tasks. Along
the same lines, the implementation of the
“Sophia” service platform, presented at Xylexpo as a solution for the digitalized factory,
caught the attention of the many journalists
at the stand.
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WEINIG AND THE DIGITIZATION
Xylexpo was a very successful event for the
Weinig Group. With a generally rather restrained
visitor response in Milan, the market leader in
machines and systems for solid wood and panel
processing benefited from a high proportion of
decision-makers and a high willingness to invest
at its stand. On an area of more than 1,000
square meters, the Weinig Group presented a
total of 25 exhibits, all of which were presented
live. Potential customers from over 60 countries
were welcomed over the five days of the fair.
Klaus Müller, Head of Marketing Communications
and responsible for trade fairs at Weinig, was satisfied: “The atmosphere was very positive. We
have scored particularly well as a full-service
provider for the entire value chain and underpinned our leading international posi-tion with
our two strong brands Weinig and Holz-Her.”
The focus of the trade fair presentation was the
mega topic of digitization.
The “Weinig App Suite”, the “digital window
to the machine inventory”, met with great
interest. With the extended functionality, the current
version of the app offers even more practical
value. In the “Virtual Reality Corner” visitors to the
stand had the opportunity to look inside a highperformance window production line using 3D
glasses. Cutting-edge technology, integrated production as part of the “Weinig Solid Work Flow”
and the trend-setting standard “Weinig W4.0”
digital merged into a fascinating future scenario
at the presentation.
At the end of the trade fair, the company management gave a very positive summary of the
event: “The Weinig Group returns from Milan
with a convincing result. Compared to 2016,
we more than doubled order inflow in the Group”,
said Chief Sales and Marketing Officer Gregor
Baumbusch. Overall, 44 machines and systems
were sold. After the excellent result at the HolzHandwerk in Nuremberg, Weinig impressively
contin-ued its series of extremely successful trade
fair appearances this year.

in dealing with the chal-lenges ahead.The result
is the new business unit “Automation & Digital
Business”. Ceo Wolfgang Pöschl: “With this decision, we are strategically and organizationally
aligning our company to the future, which will
be characterized by a greater significance of
project business and digitization”.

The Company based in Mariano Comense continues its 35 year tradition of exhibiting at this
major international event. Xylexpo 2018 is one of
the most important international fairs for woodworking technology and components for the furniture industry taking place from 8th to 12th May
at Fiera Milano-Rho, Milan. "We are all very
excited about this year’s Xylexpo” comments
Marianna Daschini, co-owner of Greda with her
brother Piero. “After a very intense series of
trade shows abroad, including Dubai for the
Wood Show, China at Interzum Gangzhou, Sofia
at Techno Mebel and finally in Russia at the
Umids of Krasnodar we are honed and ready
to meet our happy customers and potential
new clients. You could say this is our World
Cup final! Our experience in other shows confirms just how important it is for us to be part of
the "Made in Italy" brand; the symbol that makes
Italian based manufactures instantly recognizable
all over the world". To take part in the 26th
Xylexpo has become not only a habit for Greda,
but also a challenge. It is important to present the
company in new and interesting ways while continuing to communicate the traditions of quality,
engineering and market leading technology with
which Greda has become synonymous.

Consequently, the new company unit will be positioned in Weinig Concept GmbH & Co Kg.,
which bundles Weinig’s engineering activities.
Jochen Ganz, who is currently head of the
product unit Service, was appointed managing
director of the new business unit.
As part of Concept, he will act as the second
head alongside Otto Leible, who will continue to
head Engineering, his traditional field of responsibility.
Jochen Ganz has been working at the Weinig
site in Tauberbischofsheim for some time in the
context of digitization. For example, he was significantly involved in the development of the successful “Weinig App Suite”. Its current functionality
also bears his hallmark. Initially, the head of the
product unit Service will continue to work until his
successor is settled, before moving to the top of
the new business unit.
The establishment of the new business unit Automation & Digital Business is already the third
major Weinig initiative in the Industry 4.0 area in a
short time. Following the introduction of the “W4.0
digital” standard in Weinig’s own product world,
the digital alliance “MindSphere World” was cofounded in January this year.
Under the leadership of Siemens Ag., the members
of the organization work together on the cloudbased Siemens IoT operating system “MindSphere”. Access to the uniform platform helps Weinig
to further develop “W4.0 digital” and optimize it
for the benefit of its customers. Chief Sales and
Marketing Officer Gregor Baumbusch: “The customer benefit will remain an outstanding and
unique strength of Weinig on the market even
in the age of digitization”.

Marianna Daschini continues "We are experiencing
strong growth, illustrated by our recent move
into a new purpose built factory, coupled with
our progressive expansion into new markets
The sacrifices made over the last few years
have started to be repaid. We have always believed that technological innovation was the
only real key to remain competitive, and without
doubt we can say that we are also protagonists
of the ‘notorious’ industry 4.0, that anyone is
talking about”. Industry 4.0 is one of the main
themes distinguishing the Xylexpo 2018 Fair. Now,
more than ever, in a sector experiencing a technological revolution, keeping up with the digitisation of society is essential to continue to
compete in a global market. ‘He who stops is
lost’, as the famous proverb says, a phrase that
sums up Greda’s continued ambition.
"Lot of news displayed at Xylexpo” enthuses
Marianna. Apart from “Sprinter”, our five-axis
fixed portal with multi-spindle head we will be
exhibiting the new version of “Mitika V”, one of
our key strengths, a five-axis interpolated machining centre designed for turning, milling,
shaping and sanding, now with new operating
units for even more diverse machining. And finally, Xylexpo will be the stage for a world preview. I’m talking about “Venus”: the latest innovation patented by our company, designed to
perform turning, milling, cutting, and drilling on
solid wood elements. A highly innovative working
centre, equipped with multiple working groups,
a mobile carriage and system for rotating and
clamping the pieces by means of a tip and
counter-tip which can work up to 4 pieces at
the same time".
www.greda.it

Engineering and production
of custom made diamond too

NEW BUSINESS AUTOMATION & DIGITAL BUSINESS

Weinig continues to press ahead with digitization.
In a new step, the market leader in machines and
systems for solid wood and panel processing
has created the structures for maximum efficiency

www.weinig.com

.

Schiavon srl
Via dell’Artigianato, 4/a
31052 Maserada
sul Piave (TV) — Italy
schiavontools.com

The Weinig management board with
Wolfgang Pöschl, Gregor Baumbusch
and Gerald Schmidt together with the head
of the new business unit Automation & Digital
Business, Jochen Ganz and Dr. Otto Leible
from Weinig Concept.
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XYLEXPO

SCM PRESENTS THE NEW IOT FOR “INDUSTRY 4.0”

“We are really satisfied with the 26th edition of
Xylexpo: for us, it was an opportunity to reaffirm
our global leadership and at the same time
highlight our strong partnership with Italy and
Europe”, commented Luigi De Vito, Scm Division
Director. “With three winners at the Xia- Xylexpo
Innovation Awards, we have shown that our
manufacturing technology is not just an excellence recognized all over the world, but also a
key reference in terms of innovation for the
entire wood supply chain. We are sure that the
contacts collected during the exhibition will
further push our business, which in the early
months of 2018 has been growing at two-digit
rates...This 50th anniversary edition of Xylexpo
was important for Scm also because we presented our new headquarters and the new Superfici Technology Center in Villasanta (Monza)
to hundreds of partners from all over the world.
These new facilities fit into a process of consolidation, into the business strategies of Scm and
of the entire surface processing industry".
Needless to say, Scm was one of the stars of the
event, with a huge booth presenting all the results

of their technological know-how. The mood was
very positive, supported by three winners at the
Xia-Xylexpo Innovation Awards 2018 for three
very different technologies. In the "Tools" category,
the winner was the combined end-cutting and
rounding unit of “minimax me 35”. As written in
the award reason, the jury appreciated the capacity
to "combine end-cutting and rounding operations,
executed with one single tool, thus allowing the
construction of compact machines". In the "Coating”
section, the star was the Scm gouge aggregate
for unique 3D finishing effects on panels. On the
podium also “Maestro smartech”, one of the
most innovative solutions of the “Maestro Digital
Systems” platform, providing “service via remote
connection and direct interaction between end
user and expert engineers based in the supplier
headquarters, also wearing smart glasses”.
THE “MAESTRO CONNECT” INNOVATION
Xylexpo visitors showed great interest for the
"Maestro Digital Systems" platform and for "Maestro
connect"; the latter, in response to Industry 4.0
requirements, leverages the
potential of the "Internet of
Things" to create a data collection and analytics system Manuela
to monitor and optimize the Andreani.
production processes, offering
full control over production performance and a
set of services, including timely and smart maintenance and optimized spare parts management.
We talked about these topics with Manuela Andreani, Software Product Manager at Scm.

“Industry 4.0” is a big topic, but what are the real
benefits for a wood industry company? What's it
all about, which and how many “chapters” make
up this story that seems to get more and more
complex, more and more "involving”?
“The distinctive elements of “Industry 4.0” and
“Smart Manufacturing” in the production system
and management methods of a company are
basically the integration and interconnectivity
of physical and digital systems, therefore data
exchange between systems, complex analytics
applied to such data, the benefits offered by
real-time adjustments and "smart" adaptability
to existing and arising conditions. The foundation
is represented by "key enabling technologies"
(smart manufacturing technologies), which include the "Industrial Internet of Things” (IioT),
a technology that allows to connect and transfer
data from machinery to the Internet, the analysis
of such data "in the cloud", also using algorithms
for predictive analysis (Big Data Analytics), to
offer each company the possibility to deliver value-added services to customers, such as proactive service and predictive maintenance. IioT
technology is combined with vision systems
using augmented reality (Ar) to guide operators
in their daily tasks, virtual reality (Vr) simulation
of plants and integrated production lines to calculate productivity and to optimize processes,
the exchange of data among all value chain operations through software that handle automated
data exchange across all players in the production
process... The implementation of digital technology
increases productivity, helping companies increase machinery uptime. In other words, you
can produce with lower costs and be more competitive, expanding sales and consequently the
possibility to employ more people".
Which are the "differentiators" you have implemented in your platform?
"To promote digital transformation processes,
Scm has promoted and launched the digital
platform "Maestro Digital Systems", a set of
applications that support a digitalization and
technological innovation process conceived
and developed for industrial companies. The
inspiring principle that differentiates the Scm
value proposition is the development of a
platform of effective, secure and integratable
technologies. Effective means they can handle
information that is really useful for customers
and provide them with real, immediate and
measurable benefits in terms of productivity
and efficiency; secure means they can protect
information from unauthorized external access;
and finally, such technologies must be integrated
with the software and machinery ecosystem already in use”.
Are there specific types of companies that can
get more benefits from these advanced solutions?
“I don't think there are better candidates for this
transformation, I would rather say that some
companies are ahead of others in the development of such solutions. Companies may have
more or less advanced IT infrastructures, some
may already have automated specific processes
with software, or may be more automated than
others, as they have realized that productivity
can only be increased through the implementation of digital and information technology".
Are there specific stages of the production cycle
that get more benefits from the introduction of
"Factory X.0" concepts?
“I would say the opposite: ideally, the integration
of systems and different process stages promoted
by the Industry 4.0 requires that all the stages of
a production cycle transfer the collected information
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and/or receive information from other systems.
The Scm proposition has started from and focused
on machinery, the transmission of information
and the huge volume of knowledge available in
each machine, so that, in the first place, such
knowledge can be made available to customers
in real time, and based on such knowledge, they
can generate valued-added services, for maintenance and support, for instance. The next step
will be the transition from "smart connected machines" to "smart systems", where not just one,
but all the objects of a system that are relevant
from an information standpoint are interconnected
and exchange data".
More and more Oems are taking up new roles.
Will these new "technology drivers" strengthen
this trend?
“That's how it's going to be: increasing integration
will encourage the transition from a "discrete"
approach focused on a single part (a machine,
for instance) to a holistic and system-oriented
approach, where the behavior of each part
(the machine) will also depend on the system
where it fits and communicates. As a result, an
Oem will need to know the entire process of a
customer to identify the area that needs action
and properly address an issue with a dedicated
specialist".
What will be the role of people, how should their
skills develop?
“The first big effect we see is that the introduction
of new technologies is shifting the focus of
factory work from physical strength to brains.
A worker using a smart device increases his
own productivity; according to many, this might
have an impact on the gender gap, supporting
the future employment of women in the manufacturing industry. Talking about skills redefinition,
in ten years 40 percent of employment will be
represented by jobs that still do not exist, so
the key is not to guess which jobs will be
available in the future, but rather to be ready to
change quickly and be able to identify, plan
and develop the skills that will be required in
the near future".
Can we say that the automatic factor is a reality?
“Yes, that's true to different extents, according
to the type of business we are considering. But
we must be aware that the current automatic
factory will be different from tomorrow's!”.
www.scmwood.com
www.scmgroup.com
SCM AT XYLEXPO
Several delegations of operators from all
over the world visited the 3,000-squaremeters booth of Scm. There is a sharp increase in orders, negotiations and contacts,
involving approximately 500 customers (half
of them from Italy, and a majority of Russian
and French operators among international
visitors), for an expected turnover of at least
30 million euro. “Work simple. Work digital”:
this was the Scm motto at Xylexpo, represented by the latest technological and digital
news that characterized an “extraordinary
year”, so they call it at Scm, with strong revenue growth, closer and closer to 700 million
euro, and staff expansion beyond 3,600
employees in Italy and worldwide. The Xylexpo days also offered the opportunity to
reaffirm the group's commitment to vocational training, with several experiences in
Italy and around the world: in recent years,
Scm has contribute to upgrade the equipment
fleets of eleven professional training centers,
four of which in the past two years.
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MARKETS

THE WOOD-BASED PANEL MARKET IN AUSTRALASIA
After analyzing the panel markets in Italy, Europe,
North America and South America, today we are presenting the particleboard and Mdf panel market in
Australasia, which is the geopolitical definition for
the area comprised of Australia and New Zealand.
It's interesting that in this region there are no plants
for Osb production.
Panel production in this part of the globe is definitely
not significant in terms of volume, if compared to the
rest of the world, but it is worth considering that Mdf
panels, especially in New Zealand, benefited from significant technological developments in the early Seventies. I want to mention two persons I had the
honor to meet and who gave a major contribution to
such evolution. The first one was Owen Haylock, an
Mdf pioneer who got the first PhD from the Massey
University in New Zealand in 1957 and has contributed
to the technological development of Mdf production
on a global scale.
In 1981, in collaboration with Sunds Defibrator, he
published an interesting book called: “Medium Density
Fiberboard: Its origin, Manufacture and Use”. He
was involved in the concept and commissioning of
the first Mdf plant in Asia Pacific back in 1976, namely
the Rangiora, Nz site of Canterbury Timber Products
(Ctp).
Another Mdf pioneer is New Zealand's Murray Sturgeon who, together with Owen Haylock, was involved
in the installation of the first Ctp plant in Ashley and
then became the big boss of Nelson Pine Industries,
now entirely owned by the Japanese group Sumitomo
Forestry Limited (not to be confused with Sumitomo
Corporation).
In Richmond, north of Christchurch, on the South
Island of New Zealand, he started to produce the first
Mdf panel in 1986 and then he commissioned a
second plant with a continuous press by Kuster in
1991, followed by a third one in 1997; then in 2000
another new installation for Lvl (laminated veneer
lumber) boards. So, we can say that Mdf panels
have experienced significant developments and technological improvements here "down under", and of
course, especially for New Zealand, most production
was exported. Also consider that, by virtue of its
nature, Mdf is the material that most resembles solid
wood and is most suitable to finishing operations, i.e.
lacquering/painting, and to be processed with machine
tools for secondary processing in the furniture industry.
By virtue of these features, especially in Asia Mdf
panels have the biggest production shares, most of
all in China. And just like North America, also this
market is dominated by big forestry groups, which
have their core business in forest resources and,
over the years, have gradually stepped into the woodbased panel market, including particleboard, Mdf or
plywood.

Particleboard is not very popular in New
Zealand, while in Australia it represents
the largest business compared to plywood
and Mdf, with a 52 percent market share
in the past decade. Several changes have
occurred in the business landscape in
this region. For instance, last March, the
Sumitomo Forestry production site in
Victoria Australia decided to sell all Alpine
Mdf shares to the Thai company Metro
Particle, the Asian giant of particleboard
and Mdf.More recent news from the Mdf
business, dating back to June, is an acquisition by the Japanese company Daiken
Corp., who took full control of the Matuara
Mdf plant in New Zealand previously owned
by the Korean company Dongwha together
with Laminex Group, a Fletcher Building
division. We can easily guess that, for Ja-

pan, panel production in Australia and
New Zealand is highly strategic both
for the import of semifinished materials
and in the field of forest and energy resources. We will now look at a few statistics of Mdf panel production. In 2008,
the world's Mdf capacity amounted to
approximately 57 million cubic meters,
with Australasia holding a share of 1.86
million just below 3.2 percent, comprised
of 954 thousand cubic meters in Australia and 913 thousand cubic meters
in New Zealand. As previously mentioned, the
global capacity at the end of 2017 was about 105
million cubic meters/year (exceeding the production
capacity of particleboard for the first time), so it
was almost doubled. In this case, Australasia
preserved its production capacity for Mdf panels.
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In 2007, the world's production capacity of particleboard
amounted to 91 million cubic meters, with only 1.1
million made in Australia and New Zealand.
Back then, the company Carter Holt Harvey was
very active, accounting for almost 50 percent of the
entire particleboard capacity in Australia and New
Zealand.
In 2018, the world's capacity is approximately 103.5
million cubic meter annually, up by 12 percent, while
in Australasia the capacity level is basically unvaried;
new actors are emerging in the market, such as
Borg Industries that will launch particleboard production by the end of this year in a brand new plant
with 450,000 cubic meter annual capacity, equipped
with a continuous press.
This group is taking over a few historical production
sites in Australia, both for particleboard and for Mdf,
and a number of lamination and surface finishing
plants, including Mont Gambier and Oberon.
It should be noted that there are two all-Australian
private companies that makes raw and laminated
particleboard, namely D&R Henderson, with operations in Benalla, Nsw and Borg Industries.
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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CONCLUSION
Generally speaking, the situation of the market
"down under" is positive. Constant production capacity and a remarkable export share, combined
with huge forest resources, support a stable
market trend.
by Riccardo Ferrari
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on tools

interviews
THE EVOLUTION OF TOOLS PRODUCTION
AFFORDABLE QUALITY
“Until few years ago,
our customers were
equally divided between Italy and
abroad, but now
most of our revenues come from outside the border”. So said
Stefania Ratti, business partner at Fink, designing
and manufacturing woodworking tools since 1924.
Today, the portfolio of the Monza-based company
includes disk blades, welded drills and mills, mechanical-mount heads, tools for Cnc machines
and diamond-tipped tools, all complying with the
European standard En 847.
“Approximately since the end of the crisis, we
have seen an incremental growth of the demand
of special tools combined with a reduction of
standard products. This is the outcome of an
economic trend that forced many company to
close down and sell their assets, often online...
“Our customers are mostly in the furniture industry, but also in the production of doors and
windows, as well as sawmills. In the past we
relied on resellers more than we do now, but
the economic crisis has cancelled many distributors, and consequently, certain dynamics
have slightly changed". “On the global markets
we have been confronted for a long time now
with fierce competition from Chinese manufacturers. Despite the quality of their tools cannot
be compared to our standards, the very low
prices offered by most of these companies
often cheat inexpert users into buying their
products, attracted by cheap prices”. This challenge is not easy to face.. However, Fink have an
ace in the hole, quality. “We can offer high-quality
tools with affordable prices, and this is helping us
stay competitive on the global markets”.
www.finktools.com

EVER-GROWING SPECIALIZATION
In business for over thirty years,
Gda is specializing in the production of hard metal disk blades
and diamond-tipped tools, both
standard and special. “We mainly
Gianluca
address companies in the priAdami.
mary operation and furniture
businesses ", says Gianluca Adami, owner of
the company based in Besenello, near Trento,
"as well as customers who process aluminum
and plastic. Over 70 percent of our revenues
come from international customers and we
mainly operate through distributors, Oems, and
more in general, through industry professionals".
“In recent years, we have seen a market rally,
and this is definitely a positive factor which has
helped us work a lot and well. We operate is a
segment where technological innovation is limited, however we have to meet an increasing
demand for highly specialized tools, offering
the maximum yield for each specific operation.
Today, almost one half of the tools we manufacture are designed and made to measure based
on customer specifications".
“What has changed is the manufacturing method.
Gda has always been focused on automation,
and more generally, on technological innovation.
Now, in the age of Industry 4.0, we are further
accelerating into this direction, equipping our
workshop with new dedicated software for production management and finished product control, in order to improve and optimize the quality
of the entire production cycle”. Gda has huge finished product stocks and a well-furbished warehouse of raw materials to make standard and
special tools.
www.gdatools.it

CONSISTENT IMPROVEMENT
Montenero was established in
1970 with headquarters in Oderzo
(near Treviso), supported by the
entrepreneurial spirit of Giancarlo
Montenero and then his children.
Today, it has 45 employees and Enrico
approximately five million euro re- Montenero.
venues, equally divided between domestic and
foreign market. “70/75 percent of our production
is special tools, while the rest is standard tools,
which can be mechanical-mount ì and diamondtipped tools”, says Enrico Montenero, managing
director. "Furniture and timber constructions, instead, are two market segments that, right now,
are helping us achieve the most satisfactory results”. In the past ten years, according to Montenero, this market has changed because “customers
demand special tools with shorter and shorter
delivery time, which requires strong commitment
in each step, from design and final execution.
With high-level design, optimized production and
highly-qualified staff, we can deliver top-quality
tools”. “Before starting a collaboration with a tool
manufacturer, international customers want to
make sure that the organization can support their
needs, and this inevitably leads them to appreciate
the assets and resources behind the production
of each product. For Italian customers it's different,
as their priority is service, which essentially means
fast delivery". For Montenero, the daily challenge
is to find the best tradeoff between quality, price
and delivery time. “For Italian manufacturers, this
is an even tougher challenge, as we have to face
competitors from Eastern Europe who can offer
lower prices, partially because their labor costs
are almost half of ours, and partially because
they have to meet less stringent safety standards,
as these regulations are implemented at country
level and not consistent all over Europe. However,
Italian companies can make a difference also in
this domain....For us, it is essential to keep searching for methods to improve our production and
productivity. For this purpose, every year we
invest 8 to 12 percent of our revenues in research
and development”.
www.monteneroutensili.com

A SOLUTION TO EACH PROBLEM
With over 40 years of experience,15 employees
and average revenues close to one million and
600 thousand euro, Tecnomec design and make
tools for woodworking and panels (mills, insert
heads, Hw/HS/Dia drills), with an 80 percent
share of special products made to customer specifications and supported by high-level technical
consulting. Working in this market segment in a
market like Italy is not always easy. Renato Persolja, spokesperson of Tecnomec, has a clear
vision: “Visiting our end user customers all over
Europe, we come across almost embarrassing
situations, as we see every day that some competitors in some countries have expanded massively, leveraging European funds that cover
up to 80 percent of their investments". “These
companies copy our products, without complying
with any safety standard such as En 847/01/02,
and also offering prices that Italian manufacturers
cannot afford, due to the labor costs we have
to bear. Therefore, the only viable approach is
to make continuous product innovation to offer
"solutions" that allow customers to optimize their
production, and consequently achieve economic
benefits". Persolja concludes: “Our strong pride
and will to work help us
carry on”.
www.tecnomecsrl.it

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BUP!

comprehensive range of tools,
Two families, one company. A
from hard metal to diamond,
fifty-year-long story, started in
most for wood but also for alu1968 when Umberto Battistelli
minum, composites and plasand Piero Bertuccioli, leveratics, achieving significant sucging the experience acquired at From left: Piero Bertuccioli
cess in the latter domains where
Magnani Utensili, decided to ven- and Umberto Battistelli.
we have also acquired profesture into setting up their own business. It worked and they are still active in the sional skills and specific equipment. We deliver
company, ready to lend a hand, to give advice, to virtually any tool ordered by customers, although
offer their longstanding experience. After all, they our specialty is milling tools. Diamond tools are
have been through it all, from the tough but pro- the latest addition to our production and they
mising start, supported by the economic boom have become increasingly important, concurof those years and the powerful development of rently with the increasing diffusion of panels".
the Pesaro furniture district that recorded strong
expansion in the Seventies. Kitchen and furniture. What about your relationships with machinery
Plenty of. For many markets. And so, opportunities manufacturers?
exploded and the road became smoother for the “They have recognized the importance of our
two founders, despite a few sharp turns. The role and we have many significant partners, as
company grew and employed the first workers, we can work together on future techniques and
who would remain until retirement.
they can leverage our experience, because ul“I think this is enough to explain what Bup, timately the materials they process get in touch
acronym for Battistelli-Bertuccioli utensili Pesaro, with our tools. Without such collaboration we
was and still is”, said Giorgio Battistelli, a would not have overcome the challenge of
member of the second generation and export recent years, when the market required tools to
sales manager, as we met him in the headquarters get as close as possible to the finished product
of the company.
without sanding. Everyone dreams about a
Business began with classical tools for "conven- single pass and this is increasingly possible totional machines": braze-welded milling cutters, day, but not always, as finishing quality depends
often custom-made, disk saw blades and any on several factors. Everyone would like to have
other tool requested by customers. Giorgio joined a tool that works perfectly, lasts forever and
the business in 1981, his brother Davide, Italian maybe is even cheap, but durability and finishing
sales manager, about ten years later. Also Mattia, quality are definitely contrasting elements. In
Piero's son and production manager, arrived in this respect, it is important for the machine opthose years. Things have not changed much, as erator to be able to manage tools properly: if
we mentioned: both founders are still monitoring they stick to correct parameters, performance
the situation, although they know that their children can be really very high. I can tell you that the
are now playing the game…
factories and workshops that are "familiar" with
“For fifty years, we have always been getting tools and their features achieve much better reon well”, Battistelli continued. “We have always sults. Also for this reason, to share our knowledge
considered the company an asset, transforming to the benefit of everyone, we choose to coopit according to the requirements of a market in erate with qualified distributors who know our
continuous change. We are known all over the company and our philosophy, as well as materials
world for our capacity to provide custom tools, and machines, and can respond to customers
this is our real vocation. We have decided to offering proper advice".
stand close to our customers, listening to their
needs and implementing them effectively with What about the future of tools?
the technology we invest in constantly. We love “…unfortunately, or fortunately, it does not
to call ourselves a “tool atelier”, because this depend on wood only: furniture production inis our philosophy: ad hoc solutions, even now creasingly relies on other materials, because
that we have a worldwide network of distributors design is constantly making progress and we
and agents and our destination market is much must be ready to react. We are not afraid of this
wider. But we are still sticking to those strong challenge, as we have the necessary experience
principles, and as a matter of fact, customers and we are optimist by nature...”.
and resellers rely on us because they appreciate
the service we have been offering them for fifty And your future?
years, the support and technical expertise we “After the recent tough years we are looking
offer to find an answer, even to complex prob- ahead with serenity and the confidence we can
lems. How can we work in this way while selling do even better all over the world. Meanwhile
in Australia, South America, Russia, Turkey or we celebrate the fiftieth anniversary and don't
New Zealand? It's easy, we know our job well forget that this year is also the tenth anniversary
and we have great skills and flexibility in pro- of Bup Turchia, our sales branch in Istanbul
duction!".
with four employees committed to promoting
At Bup, they stick to an ancient project that they our quality to "high-end" customers, more focused
have been able to upgrade. The crisis has struck, on quality than price. We offer a large stock of
but no one was dismissed.Making “custom” pro- tools, and from the very first year, we have
ducts has certainly made these years "easier to always had our own booth at the Istanbul
bear": 80 percent of products are currently shipped industry exhibition. In Turkey, we follow the
abroad, and this figure is even more significant if same philosophy to be always close to our
you consider that custom products account for customers, provide custom solutions and offer
70 percent of revenues approximately.
the best service".
by Luca Rossetti

by Elisa Maranzana
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What's in your catalog today?
“Everything! In fifty years we have designed a
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SCHIAVON
INNOVATION, PERSONALIZATION, PRECISION

Schiavon has been working since 1976 in the Pcd
tooling sector for woodworking, plastics and aluminum.
In the industrial and manufacturing industry, knowledge
of processes and technology are key factors in achieving market goals and after forty years of experience,
Schiavon knows them thoroughly. During their long
history in providing a unique and high-quality product,
we have continuously been building an in-depth
know-how of the production realities where we operate
daily. We therefore supply highly performing innovative
solutions meeting your needs in a new way, that will
allow you get the results you want.
Experience, skill, proven technical knowledge, precision
and continuous research enable Schiavon to offer its

customers unique solutions for every work
and material in many different applications.
They respond to each and any specific
needs with the “Unika” program, providing
customized tools for end user to achieve
precise growth targets on the market.
Method, commitment, passion and technology are part of their professional approach
to ensure excellent and cost effective quality
standards.
Experience and technical know-how merge
into Schiavon's production efficiency and
innovative spirit to meet market demand
promptly and precisely.
In the new plant in Treviso, all tools are engineered and produced on latest machines,
using only top quality steel and bespoken

“E6 Pcd”. They heartily believe that accuracy,
maximum attention and quality control must always
be the key features of entire production process:
starting from design, choice of materials, down to
turning, milling, profiling and sharpening of Pcd.
Constant focus on method, commitment and te-

SISTEMI
“PRESET P368” AND “TORNADO®”

The “Preset P368” by Sistemi is a precision
tool setting instrument, easy and quick to use,
especially designed to meet the requirements of
the Nc machine operators.
It is mainly used in the wood, metal and glass
working field where there is a constant need to
set or adjust the tools.
The “Preset P368Lr” measures both the
radius/diameter and the length/height of the tools.
Working with different tool holders or various machines can be set up to four origins.
The measures shown in the display can be set
directly in the machine and the production quickly
starts again.

“Tornado®” is a special extraction nut developed
by Sistemi that helps dust and chip evacuation
during nesting and conventional Cnc routing
operations.
Easy to assemble directly on the collet chuck instead of the standard nut, Klein “Tornado®” provides a big improvement of dust evacuation,
cleaning the working surface from chips and
dust towards the collection hood of the machine
for a much better air quality and no wasted time.
Since “Tornado® was introduced on the market,
it has solved the dust’s problems of Cnc routers
almost at all (imitations do not give the same
results, be aware!).
It is available for Er25 - Er32 - Er40 - Eoc25 (Din
6388).

www.sistemiklein.com

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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chnological development is the only way for the
company to supply end-users with products delivering a guarantee of high standards.

www.schiavontools.com
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LEITZ
“PROFILCUT Q”: MORE PROFIT AT ALL LEVELS!

As a multifunctional tool
family, “ProfilCut Q”
from Leitz offers the right
machining solution for
almost every requirement, every material and
every machine and offers more quality and quantity
cut by cut. The “ProfilCut Q” tool system sets the
standard for cutting quality. The playfree clamping
of the knives, extra sharp cutting edges with polished edges as well as its precise balancing
quality result in a significantly improved finish
quality and reduce scrap and rework. The high
performance coating of the knives as standard
ensures long tool life and thus reduces production
costs. The special tool design with rounded
corners and edges reduces noise and improves
workplace ergonomics. When developing the
“ProfilCut Q” system, Leitz engineers also took
the issue of handling into account and have
created improvements in this area. With similarly
complex tool sets, the user can often only change
the knives by removing the complete set from the
machine and disassembling it. Not so with “ProfilCut
Q”. Here the main cutting edges and the secondary
cutting edges can be easily reached and exchanged in sets. This saves a lot of time. In its
“Premium version”, “ProfilCut Q” offers the highest
cutting speeds in the industry. It is thus aimed
primarily at customers with stationary technology
and high part output. Conventional systems
already reach their limits at cutting speeds of
eighty to a maximum of ninety meters per second.
“ProfilCut Q Premium” is approved for cutting

on tools
speeds up to 120 meters per second. The resulting
higher feed rates with the same number of teeth
mean a significant increase in productivity. In addition, the particularly high concentricity in combination with the high speeds leads to a greatly
improved finish quality.
As a pioneer, the new “ProfilCut Q Diamond”
exchangeable knife head system sets new standards in machining. The unique combination of
ultra-light aluminium tool body and resharpenable,
constant diameter diamond edges guarantees
maximum productivity combined with significantly
higher efficiency. This makes it particularly suitable
for the processing of abrasive material as well as
for applications in the field of advanced materials
such as aluminium, fibre-reinforced composites
or gluelam. With cutting edges made of polycrystalline diamond (Pcd), the hardest cutting material
in the world, these materials can be processed
precisely and without loss of performance. Even
with repeated resharpening, the diameter and
profile of the cutting edge remain unchanged.
“ProfilCut Q Diamond” can be resharpened five
times and, with a tool life that is twenty times
longer, offers significant cost savings in comparison
to disposable tungsten carbide systems.
Productivity, flexibility and individuality – the “ProfilCut Q” system family combines the advantages
of exchangeable knife systems and constant diameter, resharpenable diamond knives to form an
unbeatable combination, thus enabling tailor-made and economical solutions for almost any customer
requirement.
www.leitz.org

LEUCO
PROCESSING OF TREND MATERIALS

With the right tools, you get tearfree edges and
long tool life! Leuco‘s Italian customers are
always using new trendy materials for furniture
and interior design with a great sense of design.
Since the new materials are a composite of different materials, the question immediately follows
how these materials are to be sawed, milled or
drilled. Leuco has a very large tool know-how
for new materials and advises customers in
detail. At Xylexpo alone, they presented tooling
solutions for 14 cutting-edge trend materials,
e.g. for antifingerprint, light concrete, linoleum,
gypsum fiber acoustic panels and magnetic
boards. Magnetic panels, for example, are very
abrasive and
the metal insert may cause
flying
sparks. For
magnetic boards with steel

Leuco stand
at Xylexpo
2018.

foil, Leuco recommends a saw blade with trapezoidal flat teeth and a special carbide grade.
For magnetic steel panels with steel mesh a
diamond-tipped saw blade with hollow back
tooth geometry. Both saw blades stand for razor-sharp cutting quality and very long tool life
without flying sparks. For formatting and joining
on Cnc machines, Leuco has been offering a
“Vhw end mill” made of a newly developed
carbide cutting material since March 2018,
which is very wear-resistant and ensures longer
tool life. The tools made of this special carbide
are available in stock in the cutting diameters
12 mm and 18 mm. To drill these plates with
clean drill hole edges, Leuco recommends a
“Mosquito Dowel Drill Vhw” with a special
bevel.
www.leuco.com

G3 FANTACCI
CONTINUOUS QUALITY RESEARCH

G3 Fantacci is a manufacturer of high technology
tools, completely realized in Italy. For more than
50 years on the market with continuous research
of quality, productivity and innovation of tools for
woodworking, plastic and aluminum. As well as
the production of wide use tools, the company is
specialized in multicut spiral cutters and Hm
spiral router bits.
hese tools are manufactured through
the use of modern 3D software for
designing and preparing the process
of solid carbide Spiral router bits production and they are able to track the
shape, geometry and propriety of making blades at each stage. The whole
process is fully automated and ensures
the utmost precision and availability
of all tools.For the production are used
on the latest generation of Cnc machines with robots, which guarantee fast delivery and very
competitive prices.
The tools are made from high quality tungsten
carbide material, produced and certified in Ger-

many and this material is characterized
by a optimally marched grain, density
and strength, which allow to offer the
highest quality.
Three different grades of hardness depending on the application are used.
G3 Fantacci’s Hm spiral router bits are
used for working with wood, plywood,
Mdf, Hdf, chipboard, plastic, steel,
aluminium, Pmma and other components for use
with Cnc machines or milling machines.

www.g3fantacci.com

TWT
“NADIA”, THE COATING THAT BEATS FRICTION

In its commitment to improving the performance
of its tools and to bringing the “insert/pieces
output” ratio to even higher levels, Twt applies
the “NaDia Diamond Coating” technique to
its inserts. The treatment consists in an innovative
coating that lengthens the lifespan of the knives
and decreases wear, guarantees excellent finishing results that are even and constant over
time, and therefore greatly reduces the maintenance required. The coating is obtained by
applying a layer of a substance called LiquidDiamond onto the cutting edges via a process
called “Pe-Cvd” (Plasma enhanced Chemical
vapor deposition) at low temperatures. The
layer, about 1 micron thick, makes the knives
very hard, more capable of resisting abrasion
and wear, and provides them with a lower coefficient of friction, an anti-gripping effect and
more fluidity when in contact with wood.

The coating is applied to the finished knives,
without any limitations in shape. Its thinness
makes it especially suited for application to
standard knives. In short, “NaDia” technology
can be applied to any mechanical-fastening
tool. Many tests show that it increases the
lifespan of treated knives by up to 300 percent.
Another evident advantage is the improvement
in terms of finishing quality with all wood product
types: solid wood, glulam, blockboard panels,
plywood and chipboard panels improved with
wood veneering.
www.twt.tools

UTENSILTECNICA
METAL WORLD

DESIGNING TOOLS FOR MANUFACTURING WOOD, ALUMINIUM AND PVC

“VICTORIA-D”

Metal World, an Italian company leader in the
woodworking tools’ production, in occasion of
the 50th edition of Xylexpo in Milan, presented at
the “XIA, Xylexpo Innovation Award” the new Diamond Jointing cutter “Victoria-D”.
Built by a solid body in light alloy, “Victoria-D”,
has got DP changeable and resharpening knives,
that make it recommended for working laminated
or bilaminated chipboard as well as Mdf panels
on the main edgebanders machines (Biesse,
Brandt, Cehisa, Holzer, Homag, Ima, Ott, Scm).
Thanks to the tool’s design and a much better
chip removal the new Diamond Jointing cutter is
characterized by an excellent finish.
Two more strong points of the “Victoria-D” are the
low power absorption and the low acoustic emis-

sion thanks to the layout and dimensions of the
cutting edges and to discharge geometry.
Metal World, in expansion towards new trades,
will be present for the first time at International
Woodworking Fair in Atlanta, Georgia (US), from
22nd to 25th August 2018, Building C, stand
2651.
www.metalworld.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Utensiltecnica, since its establishment in 1973,
projects and realises tools for the manufacture of
wood, aluminium and Pvc using hard steel and
diamond drills. Giving a specific attention to every
single part of the production, from customized
design and planned production to the final working
process. Having experienced a solid reputation
on the market for 40 years, Utensiltecnica, in addition to a deep knowledge of the trade, has developed a great flexibility in order to satisfy
every kind of request from the
market, either
common or very
specific ones, taking advantage
of a qualified te-
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chnical department and the
most advanced technologies in the field of making
tools. Above the production
and trade of new tools, the
enterprise has planned its
own working department as
quick and efficient as possible, in order to provide sharpening and grinding
on every kind of tool which includes diamond
using the best Cnc machinery on the market.
Their constant presence at exhibitions and reference fairs represents for Utensiltecnica a crucial
opportunity to offer the best solutions on the field
and to improve the relationships with the customers.
www.utensiltecnica.com
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UTENSIL CENTRO
“IMPROVING YOUR BUSINESS SINCE 1980”

Utensil Centro is one of the main leader in Italy concerning the production of polycrystalline diamond
tools (Pkd) and hard metal tools (Hm) for working
wood and its derivatives, aluminum and Pvc.
A constantly-evolving company, in step with technology
and always ready to give added value to its partners,
every day more. In fact, Utensil Centro invests exclusively for the satisfaction of the greatest value it has,
the customer, to whom he dedicates all the necessary
time. In addition to investments in high-tech machines,
carried out throughout the year to react faster to
market needs, the company has introduced a new
automatic vertical warehouse, which greatly expands the availability of its products and simplifies
organization, to optimize spaces and minimize sorting
errors.

The new B2B system (Business-to-Business) adopted by the company merges
with the company computer system, in
order to guarantee to the end-user a quick
and concrete way to receive information
on stocks and products requested directly
online at www.utensilcentro.com, in the
B2B section. The goal is to give accessibility
and a better working system to the customer. Moreover, Utensil Centro is "Industry

4.0" certified. This important achievement allows
it to obtain faster and more detailed information,
especially regarding the status of each order and
the current processing phase of the tools, to guarantee the customer an immediate response in
case requires an update on the progress of the
work. The integration with these advanced instruments makes everything easier and quicker than
traditional methods. Since almost all the processing
phases are fully automated, with high-tech ma-

ALIPRANDI
TOOLS FOR ANY NEED

Aliprandi snc is an Italian firm with a long experience in the fiels of tools fo wood working, aluminium and plastic, and produces tools in solid carbide, carbide tipped and Pcd using Cnc machines
of the latest generation.The standard range of
products, results of many year experience in
search and production, includes straight router
bits, drills and boring bits, diamond routers and
drills, solid carbide spiral milling cutters, bits with
reversible knives, chucks and collets, profiling
and trimming bits, Tct knives. Their production includes also special tools, on the base of particular
requests of each customer. Besides wood field,
in the last years the Aliprandi turns its production
also to the tools for plastic and aluminium materials,
because of the combining between this field with
the wood: for this use produces standard and
special tools with particular geometries for the
best finishing on plastic and aluminium. The
service and the performance offered go together
to the commitment to search high quality materials
and more advanced solutions with technological
machinery, in order to assure good products able
to solve and satisfy every working needs.
www.aliprandi.it

CAUL
“PERFORMANCE TOOLS”

Caul Tool's Evolutions is proud to present a series
of tools called “Performance Tools”: a new type of
product that is added to their wide range of products.
It is completely designed in Italy by Caul’s technicians
therefore 100 percent “Made in Italy”. The idea originates from the goal of obtaining best perfomance.
“Performance Tools” is the answer for all the manufacturers of fixtures that want to get “max” from their
products: more cutting speed (plus 50 percent until
110 m/s); better productivity plus 20 percent; more
feed rate (plus 50 percent); reduction time of production
(less 50 percent; better quality finishing and longer
duration. As option there is possibility to cover the
knives with Diamond (Dlc) to have more duration on
the sharp wire of 100 percent.
Specific system of fixing knives for series “Performance
Tools allow to reach faster feed rate and better
finishing grade. Furthermore system “Caul.Smart.Code”
will provide technical information about tool in a fast
and practical way through
a mobile application, App,
for Smartphone and Tablet.

www.caul.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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chineries working 24 hours per day, Utensil Centro
is able to process large batches in short time,
both for standard and special tools, always
keeping the high quality requirements.
Basically, a 360° service!
On occasion of next important international exhibitions, the company will introduce its new catalog,
with a full restyling and the addition of new interesting and valuable products.
www.utensilcentro.it
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ESSETRE KEEPS GROWING

BARBERÀN: HIGHLIGHTS AT XYLEXPO 2018
The Barberán stand highlighted the printing of
digital textures with very realistic 3D effects, made
with the “Jetmaster Txt” digital printer. A special
printer for finishing with transparent inks that
achieves a multitude of effects perfectly synchronized with the “Jetmaster” digital printer for panels.
A system designed to obtain high quality boards
with wood textures, stone, marble or any other
material. Along with the textures panels, it could
be seen in Milan products from Barberán's Hot
Coating lines such as ultra matte with soft touch
effect and high gloss panels.
Among the lines of machinery presented in this
edition of Xylexpo was, in lamination area, the
“Compact Line Hg”, a machine specially designed
to make the Hg transparent Pet folio process and
offering a surface quality superior to any other laminating machine, when it comes to apply high
gloss decorated sheets, so widespread in the
production of kitchen and bathroom furniture, eliminating to the maximum any orange peel effect.
Barberán’s laminating lines are also prepared for
“tapio”, a system that allows the user to integrate
processes, suppliers, machinery, all connected
and integrated into a common platform.
In the wrapping area, Barberán presented profile
wrapping machinery and postforming lines for
drawer front with integrated handle. The complete
line for profiles in exhibition was equipped with
the quick change system and automatic foil centering, among other elements to increase the productivity.

The line for drawer fronts with integrated handle
was a model specially designed for the wrapping
and postforming with high grammage folio and
high gloss folio.
www.barberan.com
www.jetmasterseries.com

BARBERAN & KLEIBERIT:
SECOND HOT COATING LINE IN INDIA

Stylam Industries Ltd. will produce Hot
Coating panels at the end of the year with
their new acquisition, the second one, from
Barberán. The coating line from Barberàn
uses the product Hot Coating from Kleiberit,
which allows to apply directly on the laminated surface with a perfect adhesion and
bonding. This new line for laminated panels
will improve the product properties, resistance and durability. The line of 60 meters
length will be equipped with the “Excimer”
technology for an inert curing atmosphere
to achieve an extraordinary “supermatt”
finish among the high gloss finishing.
Stylam Industries Limited, with a plant at
Panchkula, near Chandigarh, in North India,
has been developing high quality laminates
since 1991.

The machine is designed with a versatile workbench to clamp X-Lam walls and frame walls;
with its structure, the workbench fits both production
processes, thanks to different options installed,
including vacuum system and cups to retain XLam elements.
To process frame walls, the workbench surface if
provided with a grid of holes to position the
ledges and squares by means of reference pins
and thrust pistons.
Last but not least, the machining center is equipped
with two operator interface stations featuring
Essetre beam and wall software offering total
control of working functions and immediate easy
use by the operator. The program is an open
system that offer any type of software connection
and direct file transfer via "Btl" from the most
popular Cad packages.
The Essetre portfolio for timber constructions
offers a wide choice for all customer requirements,
delivering the best performance levels requested
by the market.

www.essetre.com

NEW “TWISTER HYDRO” BY IMS

NEWS
ZETAGI’
New sample collection for “Holzfreund” water-based systems
Zetagì has created a new sample collection
for its “Holzfreund” water-based systems with
the aim of presenting their actual coating results
as realistically as possible. The new samples
include 14 wood blocks treated with the 681
series’ primers, ranging from the Neutral
“681000” colour to all other tints: “Honey
681429”, “Chestnut 681005”, “Larch 681194”,
“Light Walnut 681128”, “Oak 681322”, “Reddish
Walnut 681125”, “Walnut 681001”, “Dark Oak
681008”, “Douglas 681002”, “Mahogany
681006”, “Ebony 681007” and “Green 681116”.
The samples faithfully reproduce the results
obtainable, although the properties of the substrate and the humidity of the wood at the time
of application, of course, may affect the yield
of the products. Given the interest of international
markets, the collection of samples is available
in two languages, Italian and English.
The water-based primers from the “681” series
are formulated with special high quality watersoluble resins. They have been specifically designed for the treatment of window and door
frames in coniferous woods such as pine, finger
joint pine, fir, and lamellar pine, as well as
beams and matchboards in general.

From 1979 until today, Essetre
has never stopped expanding
its portfolio of equipment. To
keep up with continuous market
evolution, the company based
in Thiene (Vicenza) has developed the new machining center
"Techno Progress", offering
an excellent tradeoff for the
producers of beams and any
type of prefab timber wall.
The new Essetre concept is to
process beams and walls with
half the footprint normally required for two different machines
to execute the same production,
significantly reducing labor time
and costs through the use of leading-edge Industry
4.0 technology.
The standard version of “Techno Progress” is
equipped with a five-axis milling unit with automated
nine-position tool changer that can operate both
in the beam and in the wall area.
For those who need to increase production exponentially, Essetre offers a machine configuration
with four independent operating groups, including
a second independent five-axis milling unit with
automated nine-position tool changer that can
work concurrently with the first five-axis head in
the beam area. This configuration eliminates tool
changing time and the ridges can be processed
using two heads simultaneously to increase production significantly. The third operating unit is a
five-axis aggregate with 55 kW motor, specific for
X-Lam wall cutting, using a blade with up to
1,200 mm diameter, to cut thick walls up to 400
millimetres.
Finally, the independent stapling head, 100 percent
flexible, makes "Techno Progress" a one-of-a-kind
machine in its category.
This allows to process frame walls automatically
while increasing stapling accuracy with no labor,
and most of all, the walls are certifiable.

Their excellent spreading qualities enable them
to effectively penetrate the surfaces without
lifting the wood fibres.
In order to ensure good weathering resistance,
the substrates can be over-coated with Holzfreund water-based finishes, featuring excellent
water resistance and surface hardness, as
well as good film elasticity and very high adhesion properties.
Such characteristics allow them to adapt to
any temperature and climate change, thus ensuring a long service life and maintaining the
high aesthetic value of the frames treated. ■

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Last May 12th, Milan saw the
conclusion of the 2018 edition
of Xylexpo, the biennial international fair dedicated to wood
working technologies. For Ims,
tool holders manufacturer for
Cnc machines for wood, marble,
glass and iron, Xylexpo is a not
to be missed event for promoting
their new commercial strategies.
During the exhibition, Ims unveiled not only their new technology, the dust extraction system
Ims “Twister”, but also its evolution in hydraulic tool holders technology, the Ims “Twister Hydro”. Both of these technologies
find their field of application in
the Cnc cutting of chipboard,
laminated materials, Hpl, Mdf
and drywall. Both Ims “Twister”
and Ims “Twister Hydro” take
advantage of the tool holder
speed to generate an air flux
that prevents the adhesion of
processing residues to the tool’s
profile, preserving the precision
of the cut. Furthermore, channeling the dust to the machine
suction system, they drastically
reduce maintenance time.
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The advantage of the new “Hydro” version is an even greater
precision, due to the hydraulic
technology and lack of interconnection to the elastic collet. Thanks
to these factors, both run out
value and vibrations drastically
decrease. Moreover, on the products side, Ims recently expanded
its catalogue dedicated to wood
working tool holders: the company
standardized the sawblade holders, a category of products until
now designed and produced
upon request only. Today, moving
forward Ims clients can count on
an entirely dedicated sawblade
holder line available for every
kind of Hsk and Iso connection.
As always, Ims aspires to imprint
their quality excellence standard
even in these new types of products.

www.ims.eu
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SIEMPELKAMP
INCREASINGLY TECHNOLOGY

“Neo-Blender”.

Siempelkamp, the German machine manufacturer,
unveils its technological innovations for the production of MDF and particleboards made of rice
straw and other an-nual plants at Xylexpo 2018
in Milan. Siempelkamp is positioning itself globally
as a technological driver in the use of annual
plants for the production of Mdf and particleboards.
The Siempelkamp Group is at the same time
sending a clear signal in favor of green business
and efficient management of resources. Although
rice straw is produced in significant quantities all
around the world, it is rarely pro- cessed industrially.
In addition, wood has been exploited to a growing
degree for some years now to generate heat and
power, leading to a scarcity of timber and a rise
in the prices demanded for wood as a raw material
on the world market. Mdf, Osb and particleboards
made from annual plants consist of 100 percent
annually renewable resources which, as they are
a natural waste product, do not compete with
food production. Around 5.1 billion metric tons of
rice straw are produced worldwide each year as
a low-cost agricultural waste product.
The development of suitable production facilities
posed a particular challenge to Siempelkamp.
Processing of rice straw to produce an Mdf or
particleboard is much more com-plex than wood.
This is due to the high proportion of inorganic
constituents in rice straw, especially silicates, and
impurities such as sand and loam from the straw
harvest. The raw material needs to be cleaned,
as downstream plant components will otherwise
suffer wear too quickly in the further production
process and sufficient workability of the boards

cannot be ensured. Separation of inorganic constituents and impurities is realized in a new twostage process developed by Siempelkamp. The
first step involves the separation of impurities
and coarse constituents such as entrained sand
and silicate dust released during processing of
the rice straw and their elimination through an
airflow process. The cleaned rice straw is then
pro-cessed in the refiner using mechanical and
thermal pressure to create high quality fibers and
then further purified in a second step. In contrast
to normal Mdf production, resinating of rice straw
fibers only occurs after the dryer. Siempelkamp
employs a process for the dry application of resin
here using a newly developed continuous blending
system. The newly developed “Neo Blender”
ensures uniform, continuous gluing of fibers, is
extremely resistant to wear and, thanks to a
screw-on mixing chamber cover, is easy to maintain. The material properties of rice straw in production were consciously taken into consideration
dur- ing the process.
A core element of wood-based panel plants is
the “ContiRoll®” continuous press which has
been in successful use around the world for many
decades in the production of Mdf, Osb and particleboards. The ninth generation of the press has
been included in the Siempelkamp product
portfolio since last year. Siempelkamp presented
its new 6-fold saw at Xylexpo. By using six saws,
lab cuts can be executed precisely and without
loss of speed. Siempelkamp presented further
technical innovations at Xylexpo including the
“EcoFormer” from Cmc Texpan, Siempelkamp’s
Italian subsidiary, and the “Ecopulser” for contactless comminution of wood chips and particles.
www.siempelkamp.com

KABELSCHLEPP
MISSLER SOFTWARE
Missler Software is a global corporation and
leader in the development of IT solutions. The fully-integrated "TopSolid" solution covers all production/management requirements in the mechanical engineering, sheet metal and woodworking
industries. Available on the global market for
more than 15 years, "TopSolid" is currently used
by over 20,000 companies around the world.
Missler Software Italia is one of the most successful
companies of the group. “TopSolid’ Wood” is a
unique solution in its category, a powerful and
flexible package to design and manufacture anything, from a simple item to a piece of furniture,
up to an entire home furnishing project.
The 3D modeler removes all constraints to the
creation of simple and complex details. With powerful computing tools, "TopSolid'Wood" allows
to design with a history-based (parametric) approach, so that each design is flexible and
reusable. 2D drawings, bills of materials, ballooning,
assembling diagrams can be customized by
each user. “TopSolid’WoodCam” is a “TopSolid’Wood” extension to manage numerical control
machines. It can generate machining programs
for any design, for 3, 4 or 5-axis machinery. The
realistic reproduction of the machine allows to simulate each operation before its actual execution.
“TopSolid’Quote” allows to quote each project
with a detailed analysis of the required materials.
With “TopSolid’Planner”, resellers can develop
designs quickly and easily, presenting a rendering
and a price quotation to the customer in real
time.
www.topsolid.it

The “Alu Guide” system from Tsubaki Kabelschlepp is available for long travel lengths on
axes and portals, among other applications. The
modular guide channel system made from corrosion resistant aluminum resists high strain from
acceleration, speed and wear. On gliding cable
carriers, they ensure particularly quiet, low vibration
running. The channel profiles with 2000 mm length
are easy to install and can be individually tailored
to the required width for the cable carrier. A high
strength, temperature resistant stainless steel gliding layer supports speeds up to 25 m/s. New
gliding bars reduce wear and increase the service
life of the carrier.
Additional damping strips, which can be ordered
as an option, can additionally reduce noise emissions in the guide channel. In addition to fixing
sets for the cable carrier in the channel, we also
offer a lift-off protection as a step-on guard for the
cable carrier, fixing elements for cables and hoses
on the outside of the cable carrier as well as connecting elements for parallel positioning of the
channels.”
The mounting kits can be used to attach the
guide channels quickly and easily on the inside
and outside. The kits contain all fixing elements
required for installing the channel side walls, whereby this can be done independently of the
support elements such as consoles as a “flying
joint”.
www.kabelschlepp.com
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HOMAG’S SUCCESS...

Satisfaction for the business results achieved at
the exhibition and the opportunity to introduce
the "new Homag" to the world. Without forgetting
a special mention by the Xia Award jury. Let's
start from here, as the Xia-Xylexpo Innovation
Award jury decided to give a special mention to
a product that had not even been submitted for a
nomination by Homag. The jury, walking around
the fairgrounds to examine the nominated solutions,
noticed the automated guided vehicle "Transbot",
definitely the most striking element of the "autonomous production cell" presented by the group
in Milan. The cell is a high-tech workshop capable
of producing with full flexibility, linking different
working cells using traditional systems as well as
this small robot that connects different process
stages, enabling unattended operation. And they
decided to reward it, although it was "out of competition".
This “Autonomous Cell” is a fully independent
workshop, two fully automated and integrated islands physically connected by small assistants
that carry workpieces from one machine to the
other. All managed by the production control
system “ControllerMes”, that communicates with
each control system of the automated edgebanding
islands and the robot-assisted cnc island, as well
as with the “transbot” controls; here, a "manager"
of the entire fleet of Automated Guided Vehicles
plans the routes of all automated vehicles. In
Milan, Homag presented an extensive series of
machines for each stage of the supply chain, all
with brand new dress, visuals and layout.
The new look makes them more "attractive" and
is also a visible sign of constant commitment to
research and innovation. One name (Homag), a
new logo, a more modern design that the engineers
of the German giant have adopted to dress userfriendlier machines, which can be easily networked
and integrated through the digital platform - or
"ecosystem", as they prefer to call it - "tapio".
As already mentioned in this magazine, Homag
has renamed its machines to the benefit of customers: all Homag edgebanding machines are now
gathered under the "EdgeTeq" naming, "Sawtech"
for sawing machines, "DrillTeq" for drilling centers
and "CentaTeq" for numerical control machining
centers. The classification of models has also
been optimized, introducing a systems of letters
and figures that will immediately indicate the
"type" of solution you are watching. For instance,
an "EdgeTeq" edgebanding machine with an "S"
is a single-sided model, while a "D" indicates a
double-side edgebander. A number from one to
nine will indicate the "level" of the solution, from
entry-level "class 1" to high-end "class 9" for industrial companies.
The German group's management took the opportunity to organize a press conference in Milan,
where so many media representatives were gathered. They offered plenty of information, starting
from the financial results presented by Andreas
Denker, Executive Vice President Global Sales
and Marketing. The year 2017 closed with 1,224
million euro revenues, 13 percent more than
the previous year. The growth of orders was
even more significant, reaching 1,366 million euro,
17 percent more than 1,165 in 2016; significant
increase also for operating Ebit, fromo 65 million
in 2016 to 94 in 2017. Back to orders, most of
them came from Central and Southern Europe
(30 percent, 11 percent more than in 2016); 24
percent from Northern and Eastern Europe (plus
19 percent); and 22 percent from North America
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(plus 13 percent). It is worth noticing the 16
percent share of orders from China, up by 48
percent from 2016. The press conference in Milan
also offered a preview of what Homag expects in
the future: the most positive trend is expected
from China, which should increase its furniture
production by 40 percent approximately, thus
supporting the demand for technology and solutions with high automation levels. On a global
scale, growth should be more moderate (furniture
production is increasing by 22 percent over the
next five years), while the situation in Italy should
achieve substantial stability, with an increase in
the demand for automation and "smart" machines
and plants by just above 1 percent.
Much space was dedicated to “tapio”, further
developed with the joint contribution of 22 partners
that are collaborating to expand and improve this
"ecosystem": in recent months, more "big names"
have joined the team – including Ake, Barberan,
Duerr, Heesemann, Hettich, Makor – bringing a
range of diverse skills and expertise into the
system. As a result, the platform is increasingly
able to handle entire complex processes, involving
technologies and solutions from different vendors,
with no technical issues and with utmost effectiveness; furthermore, service is also improving,
with the capacity to anticipate any problem and
provide a solution even before an issue occurs.
Then the word went to Achim Homeier, Director
Global Product Management at Homag, who reminded that technology demand is strongly
affected by the current trends of design, demand
and consumption of new furniture.
Homag has collected all of these trends to implement them into its wide range of solutions, many
of which were exhibited in Milan to show where
the company stands along the way to a real
“Smart Factory”, independently of size and production volumes. What Homag and, in general,
the entire wood and furniture technology industry
offer today is the possibility to build smart factories
that provide entrepreneurs with an instrument to
transform their ideas and designs into products
with plenty of quality, functionality, visual impact
and, possibly, a competitive price. (l.r.)
www.homag.com

BACK TO CONTROLLERMES”...

In Milan, it was clear that software, artificial
intelligence and integrated management systems are more and more the key differentiators
for the digital transformation of the industry,
a process that aims at maximum efficiency,
high quality and full visibility of information.
Homag has decided to open a new operating
area – “Homag Consulting and Software”
– for the development of custom software.
One of the first creations is "ControllerMes",
a control system that generates a continuous
flow of information in production and provides
the necessary tools for planning and execution. Data is generated by a software such
as Homag woodCad/Cam and then sent directly to "ControllerMes", which handles all
subsequent operations: from label and barcode generation (allowing the identification
of each item) to the information required by
each machine to operate correctly within the
process; from the "smart" collection of orders
to the optimization of production batches, up
to job status control, full traceability of each
item, and emergency management.
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CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES
Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines and
systems for high productive processing.
Camam srl, special machines for the
production of chairs and tables.

RS WOOD srl

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com
Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

Surface finishing

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!
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Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

FAIRS

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

Automation

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28 - I-31046
Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770- fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it – info@cma2.it
Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging. Paper pallet compose machineries,
pallet protect machines with Made in Italy
quality.

Handling
and commissioning

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.
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15-18 August
Woodworld South Africa
www.messetool.vdma.org
• Johannesburg (Africa)
Woodworking technologies

11-14 September
Drema
www.mtp.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

15-18 August
Tecno Muble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

16-18 September
Index
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Furniture

22-25 August
Iwf
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

17-20 September
Feria del mueble Yecla
www.feriayecla.com
• Yecla (Spain)
Furniture

28-31 August
Tra & Teknik
www.traoteknik.se
• Goteborg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 September
Lignumexpo
www.agrokomplex.sk
• Nitra (Slovakia)
Woodworking technologies

28 August-3 September
Kofurn
www.kofurn.or.kr
• Goyang (Korea)
Furniture

18-21 September
Habitat
www.feriahabitatvalencia.com
• Valencia (Spain)
Furniture

4-7 September
Expodrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworkinh technologies

25-28 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

7-9 September
Eko-Las
www.ekolas.mtp.pl
• Janow (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

13-17 October
Wood processing machinery
www.agacmakinesi.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies

7-9 September
Sri Lanka Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Woodworking technologies

13-17 October
Intermob
www.intermobistanbul.com
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Furniture

10-13 September
Ciff
www.ciff.furniture
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

16-19 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, components and
supplies

11-14 September
Furniture China
www.furniture-china.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

Lacquers

17-19 October
Tp & Ee
www.timberprocessingandenergyexpo.com
• Portland (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
23-27 October
Orgatec
www.orgatec.de
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
24-27 October
Vifa Woodmac
www.vifafair.com
• Ho Chi Minh (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com

31 October-3 November
Fenestration Bau China
www.bauchina.com
• Beijing (China)
Constructing and architecture

Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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